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To Stephen

“Nothing in life is to be feared,
it is only to be understood”

Marie Curie

POPULAR SCIENCE SUMMARY OF THE THESIS
Malaria: Infants Unravel The Secrets Of A Gruesome Parasite
Malaria has been in existence since 2700 BC, and every continent has had its fair share of
the misery it brings. Malaria was eliminated from the USA in 1951 and eradicated from
Australia in 1981. Nonetheless, malaria is still present in many countries, and children below
five years of age continue to bear the brunt, year after year. Why is a preventable and
treatable disease, not yet globally eradicated?
Malaria is a complex disease caused by parasites that are transmitted from one human to
another by mosquitoes, leading to complicated and uncomplicated illnesses. The continuous
exposure to malaria parasites has led to the natural selection of specific types of human genes
and metabolic functions that help individuals with descent from areas where malaria
transmission is still rife, to resist malaria. In addition, after infectious mosquito bites,
individuals can harbor malaria parasites with or without illness —asymptomatic. As a result
of the lack of clinical signs and symptoms, individuals with asymptomatic infections are
usually unaware of their status and are unlikely to seek care or treatment for malaria. The
ability for some individuals to harbor malaria parasites without any signs/illness has posed
lots of unresolved questions on how to globally eradicate malaria.
As climate and socio-economic states of countries are unequal, so is the playing field of
malaria transmission and eradication. In Africa, thousands of deaths due to malaria are
recorded yearly among children below five years of age, amidst several efforts to either
prevent or eradicate malaria. Decades of efforts made to control and eliminate malaria have
met with several challenges and, the search for an antidote to globally eradicate malaria is
akin to searching for a needle in a haystack with an opaque lens. Although mosquito-nets are
currently used to protect from bites, and a sick person can be cured of malaria with
medication, the mosquitoes have evolved new biting patterns and strategies to resist
insecticides. Coupled with the complexity of identifying a fully effective malaria vaccine,
malaria parasites are continuously developing mechanisms to enable them resist medicines.
Importantly, the basic knowledge that asymptomatic infection is a reservoir for continuous
malaria transmission is broadly affirmed, but compared to symptomatic malaria, rarely are
advanced studies performed for in-depth understanding of the parasite dynamics at the
asymptomatic stage.
Children have the highest morbidity and mortality from malaria. So, it would be extremely
beneficial to children if host, external or parasite factors that can reduce their morbidity or
mortality are clearly understood. In this thesis, we performed systematic in-depth analyses
among a cohort of 1264 infants frequently followed from birth until one year of age in
Kintampo, a high malaria transmission area in Ghana. Following the systematic analyses, we
found that although malaria occurrence is complex in high malaria transmission areas, some
infants had only asymptomatic infections from birth to twelve months of age, unlike
previously thought. Additionally, from birth until one year of age, some infants had only
symptomatic malaria, some also had both symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic infection,
and the others had no malaria parasites. Comparing the infants who were either parasite
negative or had only asymptomatic infection to their counterparts with symptomatic malaria,
we found that the ability to remain either free of parasites or of symptomatic malaria in the
first year of life begins with less exposure of a pregnant mother to malaria parasites and the
infant living in a less poor home. Finally, we found both at home and at the hospital, malaria
parasites that were below the detection threshold of the conventional malaria detection
method (microscopy), particularly asymptomatic infections in the first six months of life. Our
findings show undiagnosed asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria in infants and

complex infection patterns suggesting that protection against malaria partly begins from the
womb. We conclude that systematic and frequent sampling and analysis by molecular
methods are useful for identifying the complete infection profiles in infants and the
determinants of protection against malaria in the first year of life. We recommend further indepth studies of the impacts of malaria parasite infection in infancy, to help improve control
and elimination strategies.

ABSTRACT
Malaria causes the majority of deaths in children below five years of age, but asymptomatic
infections are more frequent. An understanding of the interplay of human and parasite factors
which predispose to symptomatic malaria has guided clinical and preventive practices
including intermittent preventive treatment and bed net usage, to reduce the global malaria
burden. Yet, the asymptomatic state which potentially offers a window for understanding
protection against symptomatic malaria is rarely monitored. In-depth knowledge of how
individuals with parasites are protected against symptoms at one time but not another time is
needed. In this thesis, the overall aim was to identify over time, the unique characteristics of
asymptomatic infections, for in-depth understanding of protection against symptomatic
malaria in the first year of life. Therefore, the host and parasite factors influencing
susceptibility to Plasmodium falciparum asymptomatic infections or symptomatic malaria
were investigated among 1264 infants followed from birth to twelve months of age in
Kintampo, a high malaria transmission area of Ghana. In study I we profiled the monthly
order of malaria parasite positivity detected by light microscopy at scheduled home (19231
visits) and unscheduled hospital visits (5254 visits) and distinguished periods of
asymptomatic infection from symptomatic malaria. We discovered four main longitudinal
sequence patterns of infection: some infants had (i) only symptomatic infections, some (ii)
only asymptomatic infections, (iii) both symptomatic and asymptomatic infections (iv) and
some infants were parasite negative throughout the first year of life. There was significant
variation in parasite densities and age at infection between the groups of infants. In study II,
we investigated the maternal, host genetic, demographic and parasite parameters which
predisposed the groups of infants to symptomatic malaria or asymptomatic infections.
Improved socio-economic status, adequate antenatal care, less exposure of mothers to malaria
during pregnancy and improved nourishment of infants were associated with reduced
symptomatic malaria in the first year of life. In study III, we used qPCR to study in-depth the
extent of parasite positivity below the detection limit of light microscopy within the infection
patterns discovered in study I. The qPCR, rather than the microscopy, detected symptomatic
and asymptomatic infections frequently in the scheduled home and unscheduled hospital
visits, and particularly asymptomatic infections in the first six months of life. By qPCR,
parasites undetected by microscopy were found in the four microscopy-defined sequence
patterns of infection, and while some infants were still parasite negative, others remained
with either asymptomatic infections only or alternating asymptomatic infections and
symptomatic malaria through the first year of life. The findings show many undiagnosed
infections and suggests complexity of protection against symptomatic malaria that is highly
influenced by socio-economic status and that partly begins in utero. We conclude that
frequent sampling and analysis by molecular methods were useful for identifying the
complete infection profiles and the determinants of protection against symptomatic malaria in
infants living in a high malaria transmission area. Despite living in the same transmission
area, infants experienced diverse patterns of symptomatic and asymptomatic P. falciparum
infections the first year of life. Further understanding of the underlying mechanisms for
asymptomatic infections will help improve malaria control and elimination strategies.
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Artemisin based combination therapy
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Polymerase chain reaction
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Real-time polymerase chain reaction
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Red blood cell

RDT

Rapid diagnostic test

SES

Socio-economic status

SMC

Seasonal malaria chemoprevention

SP

Sulphadoxine pyrimethamine

1

INTRODUCTION

Malaria is a disease prevalent among children in Africa 1. Globally, children accounted for
49% of deaths attributed to malaria in 2019, and 96% of these children lived in Africa 1. This
proportion of child mortality from malaria although unacceptable is considered an
improvement over the proportions of previous years and decades 1 2. Malaria among children
in Africa is caused predominantly by Plasmodium falciparum, one of the five protozoan
parasites that cause human malaria 3. Plasmodium falciparum is transmitted by Anopheles
mosquitoes and is the most virulent of the five malaria causing protozoans 1.

Parasite detection parameters, host factors (age, genetics, immunity, perceptions, practices
and movement), environmental factors (temperature, rainfall, vector abundance, humidity,
altitude) and the functionalities of health systems (structures for diagnosis and treatment or
capacity to implement interventions) combine to enhance the establishment, severity and
spread of P. falciparum malaria 1. The key interventions which have been used to reduce the
impact of malaria have included antimalarial chemotherapy, indoor residual spraying, long
lasting insecticide treated bed net (ITN) use and the destruction of breeding sites

1, 4

. A

malaria vaccine with 30% efficacy for averting severe malaria among children who are
vaccinated from five to seventeen months of age has recently, and for the first time, been
recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) for inclusion into childhood
immunization programmes and will complement the current malaria control interventions 5, 6.

Malaria eradication has faced several challenges and is exacerbated by the complexity of the
multicellular P. falciparum having a complex cellular make up and thousands of polymorphic
genes to complement a complex life cycle that is well adapted to the host and vector. In the
host, P. falciparum has a capacity to either intermittently or persistently establish infections
that may or may not cause either acute uncomplicated or sever illness regardless of previous
exposure, due to the inability of humans to achieve sterile immunity to infection or disease 710

. Consequently, the interventions deployed to eradicate P. falciparum have met with

challenges including antimalarial resistance, insecticide resistance, changes in biting patterns
of the vector, declining exposure/immunity and associated shifts in malaria burden from
younger to older children, less severe malaria anaemia but more cerebral malaria in young
children and a moderate efficacy malaria vaccine

5, 11-15

.

1

The capacity of P. falciparum to cause disease that can progress to severe symptoms or death
within days of infection led to research that focused mainly on preventing disease (severe or
uncomplicated) for decades, whereas the less devastating asymptomatic infection state was
less studied 16. Decades of efforts to prevent the spread of malaria has led to a decline in the
incidence of morbidity/mortality, and with it has emerged enhanced malaria parasite
detection methods and heightened interest to understand the parasite at the molecular level
17 16, 18

13,

. Several studies using the more sensitive molecular methods show that children below

five years of age, the most vulnerable group to symptomatic malaria, tend to have the most P.
falciparum infections that are frequently below the detection limit of conventional light
microscopy 16 19 17, 20 21.

Asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria in either high or low malaria transmission
areas are presently known to be detectable by either microscopy or molecular methods

16, 22

.

Asymptomatic infections found in low, moderate and high malaria transmission areas
outnumber symptomatic malaria, serving as a reservoir for continued transmission

16 23

.

However, whereas asymptomatic infections in low transmission areas tend to be
submicroscopic, in high transmission areas they tend to be microscopic

23

. While some

studies suggest that asymptomatic infections confer protection against symptomatic malaria,
others show it is a risk for symptomatic malaria and yet the duration of parasite carriage and
onset of symptoms after an asymptomatic infection remain debatable

24-27

. These uncertain

reports may stem from critical gaps in the understanding of the parasite dynamics at both the
microscopic and submicroscopic levels within different populations or risk groups. Relevant
unanswered questions capable of providing answers to unravel the underlying virulence of P.
falciparum are numerous and may include: what rigorous definitions, robust and practical
study methods or designs are most suited for assessing the asymptomatic state among
different age groups in the various transmission areas; what factors or mechanisms favour
parasite carriage over disease in various age groups or populations (infants, pregnant women,
school-aged children or adults); to what extent does submicroscopic infections interfere with
malaria eradication interventions; what is the time interval from infection to submicroscopic
detection and from submicroscopic detection to microscopic detection or, how will active
testing and treatment of malaria parasites effectively interrupt the parasite reservoir and
prevent continual transmission. In-depth studies with repeated sampling (weekly or monthly)
in large cohorts are optimal to accurately providing answers to some of these questions.

2

In Kintampo, a high malaria transmission area of Ghana, a study was performed among 1855
children born between 2008 and 2011, to determine the risk of symptomatic malaria for
infants born to mothers with placental malaria compared to their counterparts whose mothers
had no placental malaria

28

. Monthly blood sampling and the collection of other malaria-

related parameters among pregnant women and their infants were performed

28

. The birth

cohort in Kintampo provided an opportunity to study in-depth the patterns of parasite
infection and identify differences in factors contributing to malaria susceptibility, for better
understanding of protection against symptomatic malaria over the first year of life. In this
thesis, additional studies were performed firstly to identify the patterns of P. falciparum
asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria through the first year of life. Secondly,
host, maternal and parasite factors were examined to understand predisposal to the infection
patterns among the infants. Finally, a more advanced molecular detection method was used to
expand the parasite dynamics for further understanding of the extent of submicroscopic P.
falciparum infections within the longitudinal sequence patterns. This thesis is a collection of
the findings from these studies conducted among infants living in Kintampo, a high malaria
transmission area of Ghana.

3

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

MALARIA

Malaria is a vector-borne infectious parasitic disease, prevalent in the tropical and subtropical
areas of the world where temperature, humidity, rainfall, altitude and agricultural practices
favor the survival and multiplication of the vectors and parasites

4, 29-31

. Malaria vectors and

parasites once occurred widely in Western Europe and the United States of America but were
eradicated from these nations with socioeconomic development and effective public health
measures 29, 32.
Globally, 229 million malaria cases and 409000 deaths were estimated in 2019 1. Africa
accounted for 82% of the global malaria cases and 94% of the deaths. Children below five
years of age accounted for 67% of all the global deaths due to malaria 1. Thus, malaria is
regarded a disease of vast public health concern among children below five years of age,
living in Africa. In addition to the high mortality rate among young children, malaria leads to
increased health expenditure, days lost in work or education and decreased productivity due
to illnesses, loss of human capital, tourism and investments into infrastructural development 4,
33

. Resources invested to globally control or eliminate malaria are in billions of USD

annually, with additional annual requirement of 0.72 billion for global malaria research and
development

1

. In Ghana, the WHO recommendation to include seasonal malaria

chemoprevention among young children, into the package of preventive measures, begun in
2015, yet Ghana is still considered a high malaria burdened country and recorded in routine
public health care one of the highest estimated malaria cases (5.6 million) and deaths (10000)
in 2019 1, 4.
2.1.1 Malaria etiology and transmission
Malaria originated from a medieval Italian language in 1740 and, meaning "bad air", was also
termed ague or marsh fever due to its association with swamps and marsh land

34, 35

.Malaria

is caused by protozoan parasites which belong to the genus Plasmodium. The parasites were
discovered 120 years ago, although a human pathogen for over 50,000 years, with historical
references to its existence in China dating back to 2700 BC 35, 36.
Nine Plasmodium species are known to cause malaria in humans. Five documented
Plasmodium species: P. falciparum, P. malariae, P. ovale curtisi, P. ovale wallikeri and P.
vivax cause human to human malaria transmission

3, 37

. Plasmodium knowlesi P. cynomolgi,

4

P. simium, and P. brasilianum can be transmitted between humans and non-humans and
transmission from a human to another via a mosquito is unclear 38, 39. Plasmodium falciparum
is widespread in Africa while P. malariae, P. ovale, P. vivax and P. knowlesi predominate in
Asia

40

. Plasmodium vivax is prevalent in both temperate and tropical zones, thus has the

widest geographical range, however, P. falciparum is most virulent 3, 41, 42.
The transmission of malaria in endemic areas has been determined with different methods
including parasite prevalence among children, confirmed malaria cases in a year per unit
population (annual parasite incidence [API]), entomological inoculation rates (EIR) and
spleen rates

43

. Based on the parasite prevalence rates for children, the intensity of malaria

transmission can be described as hypo-endemic ( 0 – 10 %), meso-endemic (>10 – 50 %),
hyper-endemic (>50 – 75 %) or holo-endemic (> 75 %)

44

. Based on API, malaria

transmission can also be described as stable (P. falciparum API > 0.1 per 1000 people per
anum) or unstable (P. falciparum API < 0.1 per 1000 people per anum) 45. In endemic areas,
malaria transmission tends to be high during rainy seasons, with many reported clinical
(symptomatic) cases and microscopic parasitaemia

4, 46

, and low in dry seasons, with more

submicroscopic and persistent asymptomatic infections — thought to bridge parasite
continuity from one rainy season to another 20, 26.
Based on the different transmission intensities, the WHO has stratified endemic areas into
control, pre-elimination, elimination, and malaria-free zones. Presently in Africa, Algeria has
attained more than three consecutive years of zero indigenous cases and thus certified by
WHO as malaria-free 1

2, 47

. Ghana is in the control phase of malaria eradication

1, 4

. Malaria

transmission is meso-endemic at the coast and south and holo-endemic from the central to the
northern parts of Ghana 2, 48. The studies I, II and III of this thesis describe in-depth varying
aspects of malaria among infants living in Kintampo, located in the central part of Ghana 28.

2.2

PLASMODIUM FALCIPARUM PATHOGENESIS

Natural P. falciparum infection in humans is established when an infectious female
Anopheles mosquito injects sporozoites into the blood while feeding (Figure 1 – infective
stage)

49

. The sporozoites rapidly invade liver cells, multiplying asexually and developing

into merozoites within six and fifteen days. Studies show that although sporozoites and
merozoites are exposed extracellularly for short periods, protection against them can be
induced by antibodies. The sporozoite invasion of liver cells may be inhibited by antibodies
5

against the circumsporozoite protein and threonine-asparagine-rich parasite proteins 50. Once
in the liver, anti liver-stage antigen-1 antibodies may inhibit parasite multiplication and
development 10, 51.

Figure 1. Diagram showing the life cycle of Plasmodium falciparum in mosquito and in human. (CDC - DPDx malaria 2020. Freely available from: Malaria-cycle-Centers-of-Disease-Control-http-wwwdpdcdcgov-dpdx.
DPDx is an open access educational resource designed for health professionals and laboratory scientists)

Nevertheless, some merozoites evade the immune response within the liver, rupture liver
cells and move into red blood cells (RBCs) to begin the erythrocytic cycle (Figure 1)

49

.

While moving to invade RBCs, merozoites display surface or apical proteins, that can be
recognized by antibodies

52

. The P. falciparum surface and apical proteins that have been

most described are the different merozoite surface proteins (MSP1 MSP2 and MSP3), apical
membrane antigen 1, erythrocyte binding antigen, reticulocyte-binding protein homologue 5
and the ring-infected erythrocyte surface antigen

52 53, 54

. These polymorphic antigens are

released by merozoites for attachment to receptors on the RBCs, reorientation, tight-junction
formation and internalization, during the RBC invasion (Figure 2)

52 55 56, 57

. The passive

transfer of IgG, purified from the sera of semi-immune adults, to either children or adults, and
leading to the clearance of their parasitaemia and fever demonstrated that antibodies can
destroy malaria parasites during the short extracellular exposure when the merozoites are
6

moving to invade RBCs

58-60

. The mechanisms antibodies use to disrupt the invasion may

include opsonization for phagocytosis by monocytes, complement mediated lysis of
merozoites, enhanced activation of neutrophils or inhibition of parasite growth 61, 62.

Figure 2. An illustration of the cellular structure of a malaria merozoite (left) and the invasion of host RBC
(right) (Cowman et al., 2017. 53). Reproduced with permission from Alan F. Cowman.

Inside of the RBC, merozoites mature into trophozoites and further into schizonts within 4872 hrs. Schizonts adhere to either endothelial cells (cytoadherence/sequestration) or nearby
uninfected RBCs (rosetting) to prevent carriage along the blood stream for destruction by the
spleen

63, 64

. Sequestration of infected RBC (iRBC) to the vascular endothelium is mediated

by protrusions displayed on the surface of the iRBC (knobs) and aided by human adhesive
molecules: CD-36, ICAM-1 and thrombospondin

65

. The iRBC surface antigens (variant

surface antigens) are highly polymorphic, enabling parasites to evade immune responses 54 66.
The P. falciparum erythrocyte membrane protein 1 is a major ligand for vascular adhesion
and sequestration of iRBC, and it is the most significant antigen implicated in the severity of
symptomatic malaria in children 48, 54 66. The influence of ABO blood group type on rosetting
have been observed, and although not widely studied to identify its significance in the
pathogenesis of severe malaria, the O blood group rosettes less compared to the other blood
group types.67
Schizonts multiply within iRBC, rupture and release new merozoites which rapidly infect
uninfected RBCs to begin a new erythrocytic stage cycle, exponentially increasing parasite
numbers

68

. Raptured schizonts release new merozoites along with soluble antigens which

activate and regulate inflammatory cytokines responsible for the signs and symptoms of
infection

69, 70 54, 71

. Other merozoites unreleased from the iRBC differentiate into sexual

forms (male and female gametocytes). A mosquito ingests the male and female gametocytes

7

while sucking blood from an infected person and begins a new infection cycle (Figure 1)
72

49,

.

The severity of P. falciparum pathogenesis ranges from severe and complicated to mild and
uncomplicated to asymptomatic

1, 73, 74

. The time between infection to microscopic parasite

detection is the pre patent phase of P. falciparum infection and it lasts between five and ten
days, while the period between infection and the development of symptoms is termed the
incubation phase and lasts between six and fourteen days. Children, pregnant women and
immuno-compromised individuals have weaker immune defense against diseases/malaria and
thus are most vulnerable to severe or symptomatic malaria 4, 75. Nevertheless, the detection of
parasites or the development of symptoms is largely influenced by exposure to parasites

76

,

human genetics 77, 78, age 79, 80 and immune responses — which could manifest as anti-disease
immunity (protection against symptoms and risk of morbidity with a given parasite density);
anti-parasite immunity (protection against high parasite densities); or premunition (protection
against new infections by maintaining low level asymptomatic parasitaemia)

81, 82 83

.

Notwithstanding, naturally acquired sterile immunity to symptomatic or asymptomatic P.
falciparum infection has not yet been found 7.
2.2.1 Symptomatic malaria
The symptoms of P. falciparum infection are observed during the erythrocytic stages of the
parasite life cycle (Figure 1). Nevertheless, the infective stage (Figure 1) is important for the
complexity of both the parasite life cycle and the subsequent immune responses that trigger
the range of mild or severe pathological conditions. The mild symptoms of P. falciparum
infection occur in a synchronized pattern (every two days in P. vivax and P. ovale infections
and every three days for P. malariae) and may include chills, fever, body pain, cough and
gastrointestinal disturbances. Mild symptoms can rapidly progress to severe and life
threatening clinical symptoms including impaired consciousness, severe malaria anemia,
respiratory distress, hypoglycemia, acute renal failure, jaundice and cerebral malaria 73, 84 73.
Severe malaria is typical of P. falciparum infection but rare with other Plasmodium species
infection. The sequestration of P. falciparum schizonts in lungs can reduce oxygen delivery
to the lung tissues, resulting in lactic acidosis (respiratory distress)

54

. Also, sequestration

within the deep vasculature and subcutaneous tissues of the brain, heart, liver, kidney and the
placenta leads to microvasculature obstructions and subsequent local inflammation, tissue
damage and organ failure

69, 85

. The protective effect of red blood cell polymorphisms

(including HbAS) against mild and severe clinical malaria but not afebrile (asymptomatic) P.
8

falciparum has been reported, although the underlying biochemical mechanism involved is
not entirely understood 86, 87.
The gold standard diagnostic for confirming symptomatic malaria is light microscopy,
however RDTs are also widely used and malaria cases can also be classified as suspected or
presumed, so all malaria data sets are encouraged to include the case definition 88.
2.2.2 Asymptomatic infection
Asymptomatic infections had not been considered a major public health concern, mainly due
to the lack of clinical manifestations, until recently when efforts to eliminate malaria from
several countries intensified

1, 4

. Consequently, a universally standard definition, definitive

diagnosis, immuno-modulatory implications, management, or treatment of asymptomatic
infections are yet to be well established.
Asymptomatic infection with any of the four human Plasmodium species can occur in a range
of endemic settings

89-94

, however P. falciparum is most reported 1. The most widely used

criteria for diagnosing asymptomatic infection is the detection of parasites in peripheral blood
with microscopy or molecular methods, an axillary temperature < 37.5°C and an absence of
malaria related symptoms 1, 4, 95. Asymptomatic infections are often undetected and untreated,
thereby forming a major source of gametocytes for local mosquito vectors and onward
transmission

4, 89

. Infection may be patent (microscopic) or sub patent (submicroscopic) and

the mosquito infectivity from submicroscopic infections or febrile individuals has been
shown to be lower compared to individuals with microscopic or asymptomatic infections
96

. Thus, for mosquito infectivity, asymptomatic microscopic infections are regarded to be of

better quality and are more important markers for quantifying gametocyte infectivity
98

89,

89, 94, 96-

.

A lot more discoveries about P. falciparum asymptomatic infections are emerging. The
spontaneous clearance of asymptomatic microscopic or submicroscopic P. falciparum, has
been observed 19, 74. In addition, P. falciparum, unlike the other species has a short incubation
period of less than two months

93, 99

. However, in a young male patient, merozoites,

schizonts, trophozoites and gametocytes could be detected by microscopy, four years
following a visit to an endemic area. In this patient, an impaired spleen function and sickle
cell disease were implicated in the long incubation period of the febrile malaria parasites

100

.

Nevertheless some studies show, with molecular methods, that sub patent asymptomatic P.
falciparum may persist for several months throughout the dry/low malaria transmission

9

seasons 20, 26, 95. Shedding more light on the persistence of P. falciparum are recent studies of
parasite RNA transcripts that have showed that regulated gene patterns and usage at different
stages of the Plasmodium life cycle can enable adaptation of the parasite to low malaria
transmission periods 21, 101.
The persistence of asymptomatic infections are rarely studied in large infant cohorts
102, 103 104

20, 21, 26,

, leaving significant knowledge gaps in the possibility for asymptomatic infection to

be an end-point of immunity during infancy. It is widely documented that a large proportion
of individuals living in endemic areas harbor asymptomatic infections and thus remain
untreated, however, the mechanism used by P. falciparum to balance antigen diversity and
escape from antibodies continuously for long periods, particularly in infants, is still a major
question

23 105

. Continual exposure to parasites has showed positive correlation with high

asymptomatic prevalence

102, 103, 106

, with individuals in low transmission areas harboring

more sub patent asymptomatic infection

90 23, 89

. The continuous exposure is also thought to

lead to an exposure-related acquired immunity that appear to suppress infection but decline at
same rate in non-carriers of parasites

107-109

. Theories on the association of asymptomatic

infection with high anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 have emerged 71, 110, 111.
The parasite genetic diversity in asymptomatic infections has been studied in different age
groups and areas

80, 95, 112, 113

. Also, the longitudinal patterns after treatment, in relation to

chronic/persistent P. falciparum infection in individuals from six to sixty years of age, has
showed that parasite clone diversity in asymptomatic or symptomatic malaria is extremely
heterologous over time

20

asymptomatic infections

. The consensus is that younger children have higher number of
19, 80, 95

and the number of clones in individuals that have

asymptomatic infection compared to those that are symptomatic are contradictory in studies
113, 114

. Nevertheless, among individuals with asymptomatic infections, novel parasite

genotypes are thought to be associated with the occurrence of a new episode of symptomatic
malaria 20, 109.
Asymptomatic infections are higher compared to symptomatic malaria in both low and high
transmission areas 23, often with more clones by the end of the dry season (beginning of wet
season) and single clones persisting for several months

20, 115

. Further, asymptomatic

parasitemia/infection occurring at the end of the dry season appears to lower the risk of
symptomatic malaria in the ensuing rainy season

116 26, 117

, seeming beneficial to young

children, but when the parasitemia is cleared with anti-malarial before the rains, the benefit is
unaffected as risk of symptomatic malaria does not increase

109

. Few studies show that
10

significantly low platelet counts could be a marker of asymptomatic infection in children
below five years of age and who live in high transmission areas

118, 119

. In addition, anemia

has been reported to be significantly higher among individuals (zero to nineteen years of age)
with rapid diagnostic test (RDT) confirmed asymptomatic infections relative to those without
infection 120.
2.2.3 Malaria in utero
Malaria pathogenesis and its effects may extend to the unborn fetus via the placenta 121. In the
uterus, the iRBCs cause placental malaria by binding parasite molecule VAR2CSA to
chondroitin sulfate A expressed on the placental syncytiotrophoblast, unlike sequestration
with parasite knobs to human CD36 in systemic microvasculature

122

. The diagnosis of

placental malaria may involve examination of placental blood to detect parasites or
histopathologic evaluation to detect hemozoin pigment and/or parasites. The placenta may be
either actively infected [detection of malaria parasites with (acute) or without (chronic)
hemozoin] or previously infected (detection of hemozoin pigment alone) 123.
Placental malaria leads to anaemia in pregnant mother, intrauterine growth retardation,
stillbirth, low birth weight that increases the risk of neonatal mortality and , preterm delivery
of the baby

1 4, 124 125, 126

. Studies show that placental malaria may impact the risk of

symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic infections in infancy, with increased risk of
symptomatic malaria in the infants of mothers who have placental malaria, however the
mechanisms leading symptomatic malaria at one time and symptomatic infection at another
time is poorly understood

28 127, 128

. Compared with infants whose mothers were placental

malaria negative, first infections in infants were shown to occur at an older age for infants
born to malaria positive mothers in a study from Cameroon
from Tanzania

127

129

but at younger age in a study

. Also, Bonner et al., (2005) showed that compared with infants born to

placental malaria negative mothers, those born to mothers with placental malaria had lower
antibody responses to multiple malaria antigens and the difference was marked especially
after four months of age when maternal antibodies wane

130

. The effect of in utero exposure

is thought to be the result of an inefficient transfer of maternofetal antibodies across the
placenta, leading to the development of immune tolerance in fetus, and subsequently, a slow
immune response to parasite antigens in infancy 130, 131.
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2.3

MALARIA PREVENTION, DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

2.3.1 Prevention of malaria
Malaria control and prevention involves preventing of exposure to mosquito bites with
insecticide treated nets (ITNs), use of insecticide repellants and removal of breeding sites (to
control vector populations), and use of antimalarial drugs in case management or as
prophylaxis during pregnancy (IPTp) and among infants (IPTi) 1. Currently, the most costeffective method of preventing malaria is by use of ITNs impregnated with pyrethroids 2,
however, resistance of Anopheles mosquitoes to the pyrethroids is widespread

2, 132, 133

. To

complement these preventive strategies is the newly recommended RTS,S malaria vaccine for
incorporation into the routine expanded program for immunization in infants. RTS, S has
been found immunogenic

134

and provides partial protection, as four doses could reduce

clinical incidence by 39% and severe malaria by 32% among children between five and
seventeen months of age 5.
2.3.2 Diagnosis of malaria
The blood stages of malaria present opportunity for diagnosis (Figure 1). The accurate
diagnosis of malaria is important for determining treatment or for planning effective
preventive strategies, while misdiagnosis, due to lack of access to quality diagnostic tests or
skill, contributes to the enormous burden of malaria

49 2

. Skilled support and clinical

judgement although required in the accurate diagnosis of malaria, although often expensive
and not readily available in malaria endemic areas 135, 136. The clinical diagnosis of malaria in
young children include algorithms in the integrated management of childhood illnesses
(IMCI) that minimally trained, or resource poor health care providers can use to diagnose
malaria for children. However, IMCI algorithms have low specificity and so are prone to
misdiagnosis 135.
Presently, the recommended standard for routine malaria diagnosis is light microscopy
examination of blood films to detect Plasmodium parasites on Giemsa-stained blood slides 1.
The two types of blood film used for the diagnosis of malaria are the thick and thin blood
films. While the thick blood film allows the observation of the morphology of the RBCs, thin
blood film preserves the appearance of parasites and allow species identification. Light
microscopy is easy to learn and establish in poorly resourced laboratories, however in the
absence of quality microscopes, reagents or experienced microscopists, diagnosis of malaria
may not be optimal.
12

Antigen detection immuno-chromatographic tests, also known as rapid diagnostic tests
(RDTs), or dipsticks or antigen-capture assay have been developed based on the P.
falciparum lactate dehydrogenase and histidine-rich protein 2 enzymes, to aid in the
diagnosis of malaria

49, 136

. Relative to microscopy, RDTs are cheaper, faster, and simpler,

and the WHO recommends RDTs for quick confirmation of malaria prior to treatment with
an antimalarial. However, the sensitivity for non-falciparum malaria is low and often leads to
false negative RDT tests. The threshold of RDT detection is in the range of 100 parasites/µl
of blood compared to 5 parasites/µl by thick film microscopy (under optimal conditions)

137

and the persistence of antigens after parasitemia has cleared, often leads to false positive
RDT tests

138

. Other diagnostic tests based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) are more

sensitive than microscopy or RDTs, but are expensive, time consuming and requires
specialized laboratory and equipment. Thus PCR-based tests are not recommended for
routine malaria diagnosis in endemic areas, but are useful for confirming the species of
malaria parasites and for research purposes

1 139, 140

. In malaria research, PCR is an

indispensable tool and has been extensively used to determine polymorphisms in host genes
that predispose to malaria, distinguish between either vectors or parasite species, detect
parasitaemia undetected by light microscopy and identify variation between alleles of parasite
genes 3, 141-145.
2.3.3 Treatment of malaria
Malaria is curable, so appropriate treatment leads to complete recovery. Families of drugs
currently used to treat malaria include those based on the artemisinin derivatives, 4-aminoquinoline ring structure (quinine derivatives) and the antifolates 1. For many years, the
quinine derivative 4-amino-7-chloro-quinoline (chloroquine) was an effective antimalarial
against P. falciparum

146

. Presently, resistance to chloroquine is wide spread and a reduced

sensitivity of P. falciparum to quinine and amodiaquine, due to the common quinoline
structure has been reported

147

. The most significant antifolate for treating malaria is

sulphadoxine and pyrimethamine combination (SP) and the WHO recommends SP for
intermittent preventive prophylactic treatment in pregnancy (IPTp) and among children
(IPTc) 1. The WHO recommends artemisinin combination therapy (ACT) as first-line
treatment for uncomplicated P. falciparum malaria in areas experiencing resistance to the
other antimalarials

1 136

. Unfortunately reports of resistance to both artemisinin (Kelch-13)

and SP have been sighted

148-152

, nevertheless for lack of suitable alternatives, artesunate-

amodiaquine is the first line antimalarial for the treatment of malaria while microscopy and
RDTs are recommended methods for malaria diagnosis in Ghana 1, 136.
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A specific treatment regimen for asymptomatic infections is not available, nevertheless, the
WHO has recommended seasonal malaria chemoprevention (SMC) that targets children from
3 to 59 months of age since 2012, and SMC has been adopted by several countries to
complement the range of preventive measures in place 1.

2.4

MALARIA IN INFANTS

Children below five years of age bear the brunt of malaria, making them an important
vulnerable group that key interventions often target 1. Symptomatic malaria is rare among
infants below six months of age and common among children above six months of age,
nevertheless, congenital and neonatal malaria have been observed and infants can succumb to
severe malaria in the first year of life 19, 153-157 158. Asymptomatic infections are common from
birth onwards and can spontaneously clear without treatment during the first year of life
156

19,

. Asymptomatic infections, unlike symptomatic malaria, have not been studied much

among infants, and studies which solely focus on infants from birth to twelve months of age
or between six and twelve months only are rare, as the impacts of symptomatic malaria in
children under five years of age is of utmost priority 1. Infants between six and twelve months
of age are often studied along with younger children aged below five. Among children
studied from birth to twelve months of age in Burkina Faso, the overall incidence of malaria
increased from three to twelve months, whereas the prevalence of asymptomatic infections at
three, six and nine months of age were similar

153

. This study, like other studies, used few

cross-sectional sampling and a study-specific definition for asymptomatic infection, and
considering that this is a high malaria transmission area, the study may have missed many
asymptomatic infections 153. Nevertheless, the consensus from epidemiological studies is that
the poor capacity of infants to control infections leading to illness is due to low antibody
levels against malaria, and multiclonal infections are a risk for symptomatic malaria and
reflect the low level acquired immunity against malaria. 48, 114, 159, 160.
2.4.1 Molecular epidemiology of Plasmodium falciparum in infants
The entire malaria parasite (P. falciparum 3D7 strain) genome was fully sequenced in 2002
161

. The sequence revealed 14 chromosomes and a 22.8 Mb nuclear genome which codes for

approximately 5,300 genes 161. Although some genes are conserved, others show considerable
polymorphisms which contribute to the virulence of P. falciparum and its ability to evade
immune responses and drug pressure. These polymorphisms arise from the genetic diversity
14

of antigens

162

and the clonal antigenic variation (eg. msp1 and msp2 clone diversity and

allelic variants) 57 which have been studied to understand either their distribution in different
transmission settings or their potential to influence the susceptibility/severity of P. falciparum
malaria in young children or adults

26, 95, 163

. In infants and young children, few studies in

high transmission areas have detected either different/transient infecting asymptomatic
parasite clones every 48 hours, or same clones persisting a few days or up to three weeks
before spontaneous clearance, but sample sizes have been mostly small, leaving a lot of
unanswered questions regarding the molecular epidemiology of malaria in infants 19, 104, 164.
Malaria parasite clone diversity is increasingly being shown to differ between asymptomatic
and symptomatic malaria

113,

165

. Whether the clone diversity is important to

transition/alternate between asymptomatic and symptomatic malaria is however unknown.
A study by Apinjoh et al (2015) showed that birth in a rainy season and intake of two or more
doses of sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP) by pregnant mothers, for intermittent preventive
treatment (IPT) rendered infants susceptible to symptomatic malaria

129

. Regarding IPT with

SP in infants (IPTi-SP), parasite prevalence twelve months post intervention was similar in
placebo and intervention groups

166

. In addition, IPTi-SP reduced parasite clone diversity in

intervention group, but protection against disease was observed in its absence, thus reducing
the clone diversity was not associated with protection against symptomatic malaria in infants
166

. These observations raise further questions regarding the role that medication or

pregnancy play in the mechanism of symptomatic and asymptomatic infections in infancy.
2.4.2 Immuno-epidemiology of Plasmodium falciparum in infants
Infants are the target population for future malaria vaccines, so it is important to understand
their immune processes, in order to produce formulations that provide optimal responses. The
high mortality and morbidity among children below five years of age have been primarily
attributed to an in-efficient immune system and the gradual acquisition of immunity that is
dependent on a cumulative exposure to numerous parasite alleles and clones

167

. However

there are mechanism protecting infants — with a putative in-efficient immune system, from
symptomatic malaria, and these mechanisms are not entirely understood, amidst studies with
focus on neonates and infants that seek greater insight into their susceptibility to malaria
104, 114, 153, 155, 158, 168

28,

.

In malaria endemic areas the acquisition of immunity to malaria begins from the uterus where
the developing fetus is exposed to transplacental antibodies (IgG) in the last trimester of
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pregnancy

169

. Infants below six months of age typically have low parasite densities and can

spontaneously clear parasites without treatment, suggesting that they possess some
mechanisms for controlling and clearing parasitaemia, however the association of
transplacental antibodies with protection against symptomatic malaria in the early months of
life is unclear 157, 168, 170. Malaria-specific IgG present at birth (in maternal and/or cord blood)
has been shown to wane by six – nine months of age, and appears to be associated with
increased risk of parasite infection, between zero and six months of age

156, 171

. However,

some studies have showed association between malaria-specific IgG present at birth and
delayed time to a first infection or protection against symptomatic malaria in infants 172-174. In
another study, protection against infection in the first six months and association between
IgG2 subclass but not IgG1, IgG3 or IgG4 was reported

175

. The conflicting results may be

due to variation between antigens studied, outcomes (asymptomatic infection or symptomatic
malaria) of interest and parasite detection methods used (microscopy or PCR) in these
immune-epidemiological studies.
Other factors have been proposed to account for the protection observed in infants below six
months of age. These factors are thought to inhibit parasite multiplication, and include the
presence of fetal hemoglobin which in cooperation with passively acquired maternal IgG
impair cytoadherence and restrict parasite multiplication

176, 177

. Additionally, low levels of

dietary p-aminobenzoic acid (an external source of nutrient for parasite replication, the
absence of which restricts parasite growth) in breast milk

178

, immune constituents such as

lactoferrin and secretory IgA in breast milk (in vitro study)
anopheline mosquitoes for infants compared to adults

180

179

and less preference of

may account for the low

symptomatic malaria observed in infants below six months of age.
A common feature of most immuno-epidemiology studies has been the comparison between
individuals confirmed with symptomatic malaria (non-immune) and without (immune).
However, the presence of malaria parasites is key to defining both symptomatic malaria and
asymptomatic infection as end-points of immunity, but is rarely considered, and individuals
with asymptomatic infection can be considered either non-immune or immune depending on
method of detection of parasites. Thereby creating an exposure bias leading to
misclassifications and contributing to failure to fully understand malaria immune responses
181

. Nevertheless, the overall consensus is that infants have low levels of antibodies relative to

other young children (below five years), higher levels of anti-malaria antibodies is a marker
of exposure and increases the risk of malaria compared with young children who have low or
no detectable antimalarial antibodies 128, 171, 182, 183.
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2.4.3 Submicroscopic infection in infants
Light microscopy has been the mainstay of malaria parasite detection. However, with the
advent of PCR based techniques, it has become clear that light microscopy is limited in
detecting very low density malaria parasites (sub patent or submicroscopic infections) and
consequently, the entire malaria parasite burden. In practice, light microscopy has a parasite
detection limit of approximately 5 – 100 parasites/µl while PCR can detect as low as 0.02 – 1
parasite/µl 137, 184, and while microscopy is more specific, PCR is more sensitive at detecting
infections

185, 186

. Submicroscopic infections have become critical to the eradication of

malaria, as they have been shown to infect mosquitoes and contribute to onward malaria
transmission 89, 187.
As light microscopy continues to be the main tool used for the detection of symptomatic
malaria in either routine practice or epidemiological surveys 1, presently, the use of PCR to
detect submicroscopic infections presenting with symptoms, during both routine practice and
epidemiological surveys are unpopular

1, 188

. This is reflected in most reports and field

surveys, yet submicroscopic infections can contribute to the maintenance of malaria
transmission

1, 89, 98

. Nevertheless the continual use of microscopy for defining symptomatic

malaria partly stems from the fact that it is unclear, in the absence of live microscopic
parasite detection, that other infectious agents (example helminths, bacteria and viruses) are
not the cause of fevers and other symptoms 188, 189.
Submicroscopic infections have been reported among infants

19

. However, in the estimation

of submicroscopic infections, studies have focused on the distribution of submicroscopic
infection in either the varying transmission settings or on gametocyte carriage rather than on
specific populations such as infants

23, 27, 98,

186

. Therefore, the dynamics of the

submicroscopic burden in either asymptomatic infections or symptomatic malaria within the
first year of life is not well characterized.
The study of infants considerably overcome the challenge of distinguishing between
protection against malaria that is due to either a past or a recent exposure. Importantly, by
regular follow up over time and varying methods of parasite detection - to minimize bias, indepth characteristics of asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria, beneficial to
malaria control, can be identified among infants living in high malaria transmission areas.
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3

AIM OF THESIS

The overall aim was to characterize over time, the asymptomatic and symptomatic infections
in infants and identify factors influencing susceptibility to malaria in a high transmission area
of Ghana, with the goal of understanding protection against malaria in the first year of life.

The specific aims were:
I. To examine the longitudinal sequence pattern of Plasmodium falciparum
infections in the first year of life within a birth cohort in Kintampo, Ghana.

II. To compare host, demographic and maternal factors and parasite parameters
associated with being parasite negative or having asymptomatic infections
versus developing symptomatic malaria in the first yar of life.

III. To determine the extent of submicroscopic P. falciparum infections in
microscopy defined longitudinal sequence patterns of infection in the first year
of life.
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4

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Detailed descriptions of the materials and methods have been provided in the constituent
articles and manuscripts appended. Brief overviews of the materials and methods of the
studies are described in this section.

4.1

STUDY POPULATION AND DESIGN OF THE BIRTH COHORT

Kintampo North Municipality (KNM) and Kintampo South District (KSD) are in the Bono
East Region of Ghana. The geographical location of KNM and KSD is presented in Figure 1
of study I. Malaria is perennial in KNM and KSD and the incidence of all episodes of malaria
parasitaemia was 1.3 cases/child-year at the time of sample collection from 2008 to 2010
46, 143

. Malaria transmission as determined by the EIR is high, while the most important vector

and parasites are Anopheles gambiae and P. falciparum respectively, in Kintampo
192

28,

136, 143, 190-

.

4.1.1 Pregnant women
Vital registers collated by the Kintampo Health Demographic Surveillance System (hosted by
the Kintampo Health Research Centre) were used to identify pregnant women resident in
KNM and KSD. Pregnant women who expressed their desire be delivered of their baby and
stay in KNM and KSD until their child was a year old were enrolled into the birth cohort
study between 2008 and 2011. At the enrollment, trained and stationed community field
workers recorded the demographic, obstetrics, and socioeconomic characteristics of the
pregnant women, using standard questionnaires. The pregnant women were visited at home
monthly and encouraged to attend antenatal care. At birth, the newborn was also enrolled into
the study and placental tissues were collected. A total of 1855 pregnant women were
delivered of infants that were successfully included in the birth cohort study 28.
4.1.2 Infants
The infants in the birth cohort study were followed to determine whether those born to
mothers with placental malaria had an increased risk of malaria, compared to their
counterparts who were born to mothers without placental malaria

28

. A total of 1543 infants

completed the follow up (Figure 5). From birth until exit of the birth cohort study, each of the
infants were visited monthly at home to ascertain their health status and to collect finger prick
blood samples which were examined later for presence or absence of malaria parasites by
19

light microscopy. Infants found unwell during the home visits were presented by
mothers/caregivers at the study clinic for RDT testing and further management per the
guidelines of the health policy in Ghana 1. If the infant displayed any signs of illness in
between the monthly home visits, the mother/caregiver was encouraged to present the infant
for evaluation at the study clinic either by their self or with assistance from the stationed
community field workers. At the study clinic, the infants were managed per the guidelines of
the health policy in Ghana 1. The monthly home visits were scheduled on working days only.
Symptomatic malaria was diagnosed by light microscopy and managed based on the national
health policy 1.

Figure 3. The design of the Kintampo birth cohort study from 2008 to 2011. Of 1855 infants enrolled at birth,
1543 completed follow up and were considered in the follow up studies presented in this thesis. Abbreviation
PG is primigravidae and MG is multigravidae [(Asante et al., 2013. (28)]. Open access re-use by authors
permitted.

4.2

ETHICAL APPROVALS

The pregnant women gave informed consent for the information and samples of themselves
and their infants to be used in studies I, II and III. Studies I, II and III, were granted ethical
approval by the Kintampo Health Research Centre (KHRC) Institutional Ethics Committee in
Ghana, and the Regional Ethics Board of Stockholm, Sweden.
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4.3

STUDY PROCEDURES

The study procedures comprised field methods, laboratory and biostatistical methods. The
field activities involved the monthly follow up visits scheduled at home or unscheduled visits
to the hospital, and the collection of blood samples that were examined by light microscopy
in study I. The host, demographic, maternal and parasite parameters collated from field and
laboratory procedures were examined in study II. The samples from a subset of infants were
examined in detail with molecular detection methods in study III.
4.3.1 Parasite detection by light microscopy among infants
Giemsa stained thick and thin slides were examined by light microscopy for the identification
of asexual and sexual stages of Plasmodium species. Parasite densities were estimated per
microlitre of blood, assuming 8000 leukocytes per microliter of blood. The microscopy
reading was in duplicate for each sample. The blood slides were considered negative after
examination of 100 high power fields by the expert microscopists.
For mathematical precision, the geometric mean parasite density rather than the average of
parasite density was estimated using the formula below. The estimated geometric mean
parasite density was rounded to a whole number and recorded as the parasite density of a
sample:
n√Xn
n = total number of microscopy positive readings of a sample; Xn = product of the total
number of parasite densities of a sample
4.3.2 Molecular approaches
During the monthly scheduled home and unscheduled hospital visits, finger rick blood (500µl
to 1ml) was drawn into EDTA vacutainer blood collection tubes. The finger prick blood
(50µl) was spotted onto filter paper samples, dried, and stored for subsequent in-depth
analyses.
4.3.2.1 Real time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR)
A subset of infants was sampled for in-depth analyses submicroscopic infections. Dried blood
spot (DBS) filter paper samples in monthly series from birth to twelve months of age from
this subset of infants (n = 79) were selected for parasite detection by qPCR methods.
Genomic DNA was extracted from DBS with Qiagen DNA mini kits and according to the
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methods described for extracting DNA from DBS in the Qiagen manufacturer’s protocol.
Multiplex qPCR assays were used to qualitatively identify P. falciparum, P. ovale, P.
malariae and P. vivax in the DBS samples. The assay was performed in a final volume of
25µl and included species specific probes, primers, TaqMan multiplex master mix and the
extracted DNA. Details of the reaction volumes and the conditions of the thermal cycling are
presented in study III.
4.3.2.2 Determination of sickle cell and G6PD genotypes
The genotyping to determine the sickle cell and the glucose-6 phosphate dehydrogenase
(G6PD) deficiency status of the infants is outside the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, the
results of the genotyping were included among the host factors assessed in study II. So,
briefly, DNA was extracted from the DBS samples of the first 900 infants enrolled into the
birth cohort, using Qiagen DNA mini kits and the manufacturer’s methods for extracting
DBS from filter papers. Polymerase chain reaction and restriction fragment length
polymorphisms based on previously described methods were adapted and used to identify
allelic variants of G6PD and heamoglobin-A/S/C genes 141, 193.
4.3.3 Quality control
As part of the quality control measures, not more than 30 microscopy slides were examined
by a certified expert microscopist in a day and 10% of all slides were re-examined by other
expert microscopists. The slides were stored individually in slide cases during transportation
from the field or in the laboratory, to avoid artifact readings or cross-contamination between
samples. Slides were prepared in duplicate. The standard techniques and operating
procedures in the Seth Owusu-Agyei Medical Laboratory at KHRC were followed
throughout the microscopic analyses.
The filter papers were stored individually in a zip-locked bag with desiccants, and in air
conditioned rooms at 18°C, to keep them dry and also to avoid fungal growth or degradation.
During the DNA extraction, 70% ethanol was used to clean the punch after cutting the DBS
of each sample. The qPCR included negative controls (to identify contamination), and
samples were duplicated. The qPCR was validated by an independent researcher. The sterile
techniques and standard operating procedures at the Centre for Molecular Medicine,
Bioclinicum, Karolinska Institutet were followed throughout the DNA extraction and qPCR
processes.
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4.3.4 Defining parasite positivity and infection status
A microscopy or qPCR reading that was positive was further classified as having a
symptomatic malaria or an asymptomatic infection status based on either the presence of
clinical signs at sampling or clinical signs and symptoms of malaria manifested by the infant
in previous 48 hours or subsequent seven of parasite detection.
4.3.4.1 Symptomatic malaria
The definition of symptomatic malaria among infants was adapted from the WHO

1, 88

.A

parasite positive microscopy reading together with a history of reported fever or elevated
temperature and illnesses/symptoms (vomiting, chills, fever, diarrhea, cough, difficulty
breathing, blood in urine or inability to suckle, drink or eat) within the past 48 hours or
subsequent seven days of parasite detection at either the scheduled home or unscheduled
hospital visit was termed symptomatic malaria.
Also, infections detected by qPCR were classified as symptomatic episodes if they were
accompanied with a history of reported fever or elevated temperature and illnesses/symptoms
(vomiting, chills, fever, diarrhea, cough, difficulty breathing, blood in urine or inability to
suckle, drink or eat) within the past 48 hours or subsequent seven days of parasite detection at
either the scheduled home or unscheduled hospital visit.
4.3.4.2 Asymptomatic infection
A microscopy and/or qPCR positive test in the monthly scheduled home visits only, with
temperature < 37.5˚C and neither reported fever nor illnesses in the preceding 48 hours or
subsequent seven days following parasite detection was defined as an asymptomatic
infection.
4.3.4.3 Submicroscopic infection
A microscopy negative test result with qPCR positive test result was termed a
submicroscopic infection.
4.3.5 Profiling the longitudinal sequence patterns of parasite positivity
The profiling commenced with the data from all 1855 infants in the birth cohort. The second
twin of all twins were excluded. Infants without microscopy records were also excluded. The
infants with either less than eight of combined scheduled home and unscheduled hospital
follow up visits or only P. ovale or P. malariae per the microscopy detection were excluded
from the profiling.
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The longitudinal profiling was based on eight or more follow up visits within the first year
(12 months) of life. The microscopy positive and negative visits were labelled accordingly.
The positive visits were further labelled per the presence or absence of symptomatic malaria
or asymptomatic infection according to the definitions of infection status described above.
Thus, each visit with a microscopy reading was either a symptomatic malaria, an
asymptomatic infection or a parasite negative visit. The infants were separated based on the
longitudinal sequence pattern of the follow up visits: (i) Infants who had visits whereby
symptomatic malaria only was detected were termed the ‘only-symptomatic’ group; (ii)
Infants who had any visit whereby the microscopy positive reading was symptomatic malaria
at one time and an asymptomatic infection at another time in no specific order were termed
‘alternating’ group; (iii) Infants who had visits whereby the microscopy positivity was
asymptomatic infections only were termed the ‘only-asymptomatic’ group; (iv) Infants who
had visits with the microscopy reading being negative throughout were termed ‘parasite
negative’ group.
The infants with alternating infection pattern were further profiled to identify trends in first
infections that were either symptomatic malaria or asymptomatic infections in this group.
The compliance rate during the monthly scheduled home visits were estimated, and the
characteristics of all visits and infants were described, and they are presented in study I.
4.3.6 Determining predisposal to a sequence pattern
To determine the risk of identifying with any of the longitudinal profile in the first year of
life, the groups described above were examined on the bases of exposure to malaria parasites
in two ways. Firstly, the only-symptomatic and alternating groups were combined and
considered a single group that is susceptible to symptomatic malaria within the first year of
life. This susceptible group was then compared to the only-asymptomatic group who were
considered potentially immune to symptomatic malaria. Secondly, the three groups within
which parasites were detected; namely the only-symptomatic, the only-asymptomatic and
alternating groups, were considered a single group exposed to malaria parasites and
compared to the parasite negative group who were considered potentially un-exposed to
malaria parasites through the first year of life.
The host exposure variables included in the risk analyses were birth-weight, gender,
congenital abnormalities transmission season at birth, G6PD status, sickle cell status, mid-
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upper arm circumference at first infection, Bed net use by infant, residence of infant and SES
household of infant.
Maternal exposure variables included in determining predisposal to the infection patterns
were age of the mother, gravidity, parity, antenatal care (ANC) visits, tetanus immunizations,
IPTp, Sickle cell trait or disease (recorded on questionnaire), ITN use during pregnancy,
gestational age at delivery, place delivered and placental malaria.
Parasite parameters included in analyses were microscopy parasite density at either the first
infection, or below or above six months of age (Study I), unscheduled hospital visits before
the first infection, reported fever before the first infection, elevated temperature (> 37.5°C)
before the first infection, illness before the first infection, antimalarial use by the infant
before the first infection, mid-upper arm circumference (MUAC – an indicator of infant
nourishment) at the first infection (Study II) and monthly distribution of infections detected
by microscopy or qPCR (Study I and III).

4.4

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Statistical analyses were performed with Stata software (Version 14, STATA Corporation,
College Station, TX). Stata was also used for log transformations and to produce box plots in
study I. Excel spreadsheets (MS Office 2016) were used to support graphical analyses and for
computing simple algorithms including the display and format of the temporal infection
patterns (Study III), line, bar and correlation graphs (Study II and III) and time to additional
microscopic infections (Study I). The JMP software trial version (SAS) was used to generate
heat maps showing the temporality of infections of the four main microscopy defined
infection patterns/ groups of infants (Study I).
The Kruskal Wallis test was used to identify differences between the groups of infants, while
the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used for within group analyses of non-parametric data
(Study I). To identify difference between independent variables between the groups of
infants, chi squared tests were performed (Study II). Univariate logistic regression to identify
significant predictors of malaria susceptibility was performed. Multivariable logistic
regression models to identify differences between and within the groups of infants were also
performed (Study II). Principal component analyses were used to generate socioeconomic
status (SES) of each infant (Study II). Survival analyses with Kaplan-Meier curves were
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performed to detect effect of G6PD and sickle cell polymorphisms within each microscopy
defined infection pattern (Study II).
Exposure variables included in the principal component analyses to detect the SES patterns of
households were household ownership of land, of crops/farm, of livestock (chicken, cows,
sheep, goats, cart), of vehicle (bicycle, motorcycle, tractor, car), and of living items
(mattresses, dining table, radio, television, cooker, fridge, electric fan, phone, satellite,
computer), number of rooms and residents/sharing room, ownership of house, type of
roofing, type of floor and employment status (salary grade).
Measured confounders (placental malaria, residence, SES, ITN usage and antimalaria usage)
were adjusted where applicable. Estimates with p-values < 0.05 were considered statistically
significant.
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5 RESULTS
5.1

STUDY I

Symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic infections are rarely studied to understand the
longitudinal patterns of susceptibility or immunity within the first year of life, although
studies show frequent carriage of asymptomatic infections and vulnerability to symptomatic
malaria in infancy 153-155. To determine the longitudinal patterns of susceptibility or immunity
in the first year of life, the longitudinal sequence patterns of microscopy defined symptomatic
malaria, asymptomatic infections, and parasite negative tests identified in monthly scheduled
home and unscheduled hospital visits were examined within a birth cohort in Kintampo,
Ghana.
The microscopy tests result for 1674 infants followed up in both the monthly scheduled home
(19231 visits) and unscheduled hospital visits (5254 visits) were either positive or negative.
The microscopy positive visits were further classified as asymptomatic infections or
symptomatic malaria (Figure 6A and B). The cumulative incidence of P. falciparum
infections showed frequent asymptomatic infections and lower parasite densities from birth to
five months of age. The frequency of both asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria
together with the parasite densities increased from six to twelve months of age.
There were 1264 infants with eight or more of both monthly scheduled home and
unscheduled hospital visits that were parasite negative (10412 visits) or positive (2044 visits),
and these were included in the longitudinal profiling of asymptomatic infections and
symptomatic malaria. After the profiling, four main infection patterns were discovered
among the 1264 infants of which 459 (36%) had parasite negative visits throughout all visits.
Among the remaining infants with microscopy positive tests, 444 (35%) had onlysymptomatic malaria pattern, 274 (22%) had the alternating infection pattern and 87 (7%) had
only-asymptomatic infection pattern (Figure 6C).
A comparison of the groups of infants showed that the alternating group had significantly
higher mean number of infections (4.03 infection/child) and lower age of first visit where
microscopy was positive (5 months; IQR: 4-7) or lower median age of infection (seven
months; IQR: 6-10). However, the only-symptomatic group had significantly higher median
parasite density either from birth to five months of age or from seven to twelve months of
age, compared to the other groups of infants. The only-asymptomatic group had the lowest
median parasite density from birth to twelve months of age (p < 0.001).
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A. Scheduled/home
visits

B. Unscheduled/clinic

visits

C. Microscopy positive and negative tests by the infection pattern among 805 infants

Figure 4. The visits where microscopy tests were parasite positive and negative were further defined as
asymptomatic infection or symptomatic malaria visits in both of the scheduled home visits and unscheduled
hospital visits (A and B). The temporality of microscopy test result shows positivity was frequent from five to
twelve months of age within the three infection patterns [(Botwe et al., 2020. (72)]. Open access use applicable.

The infants with alternating infection pattern showed extensive heterogeneity (87 different
sequences) in the alternation of symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic infections.
Nevertheless, the mean number of asymptomatic infection was significantly lower (1.86
asymptomatic infections/child) compared to the mean number of symptomatic malaria (2.17
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symptomatic malaria/child). The most common alternating sequence pattern begun with
asymptomatic infection (46%; 125/274), followed by symptomatic malaria. From birth to
twelve months of age, the maximum number of intermittent alternating asymptomatic
infection and symptomatic malaria was ten, while the most frequent alternations were three
alternating asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria, in no specific order (25%;
68/274).

5.2

STUDY II

The infection patterns of the four groups of infants were compared, with a goal to understand
naturally acquired immunity to symptomatic malaria. The host, demographic, maternal and
parasite parameters associated with being parasite negative or having asymptomatic
infections versus developing symptomatic malaria in the first year of life is presented here.
Overall, the infants of the parasite negative group had relatively more desirable or beneficial
host and maternal characteristics. Compared to their counterparts, infants of the parasite
negative group had significantly higher residency in urban areas, lived in least poor
households, were mostly born in a health facility, had mothers with less placental malaria,
highest ANC attendance and highest IPTp doses.
The characteristics of the two ‘immune groups’ - parasite negative and only-asymptomatic
were similar except for ANC visits, tetanus immunizations (higher among the parasite
negative group), residence in rural areas compared to urban and ITN use overall/in rural areas
during pregnancy (higher among only-asymptomatic group).
Among parasite positive visits, the only-asymptomatic and alternating groups were similar
regarding parasite parameters such as hospital visits, reported fever, elevated temperature and
illnesses before the first microscopy detected infection and MUAC at first infection.
Among infants with parasite positive visits, those of the only-asymptomatic group were
significantly healthier compared to their counterparts in the other groups. Relatively, fewer
infants of the only-asymptomatic group had reported fever, elevated temperature, or illnesses
before the first microscopy infection, and higher MUAC at first infection compared to the
only-symptomatic group. Only 3% of the infants of the only-asymptomatic group were given
an antimalarial before the first microscopic infection, compared to 23% in the alternating
group and 63% in the only-symptomatic group. Mothers of infants in the only-asymptomatic
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group were more compliant to ANC attendance and had less placental malaria compared to
the other groups.
Groups susceptible to either symptomatic malaria only or asymptomatic infections only were
formed to perform analyses in relation to malaria parasite exposure and either anti-disease or
anti-parasite immunity. So, in the first analyses to identify determinants of anti-disease
immunity, the only-symptomatic and alternating groups were considered a single group that
is susceptible to symptomatic malaria within the first year of life and compared to the onlyasymptomatic group, considered potentially immune to symptomatic malaria. The parasite
parameters studied before the first infection were significantly lower in the onlyasymptomatic group compared to the susceptible group. Maternal and household parameters
studied were significantly beneficial for the only-asymptomatic compared to the susceptible
group. The infants who lived in most poor households were 79% less likely to have only
asymptomatic infections through the first year of life, as the odds of having onlyasymptomatic infections were reduced for infants who were most poor (adjusted OR: 0.21,
95% CI 0.09–0.46; p < 0.001). Chronic placenta malaria was absent among mothers of the
only-asymptomatic group and ITN use during pregnancy predisposed infants by 62%, to
having only asymptomatic infections through the first year of life, as the odds of having onlyasymptomatic infection increased for infants whose mothers used an ITN during pregnancy
(adjusted OR: 1.62, 95% CI 1.01–2.58; p = 0.044).
In the second analyses to identify the determinants of anti-parasite immunity, the onlysymptomatic, the alternating and the only-asymptomatic groups were considered a single
group exposed to malaria parasites and compared to the parasite negative group considered
potentially un-exposed to malaria parasites through the first year of life. In this analysis,
infants in the parasite negative group had significantly higher residency in urban areas, lived
in higher SES households, had more primigravid mothers, higher IPTp doses and higher
births in a health facility compared to their counterparts who were exposed to malaria
parasites.
The likelihood of having only-symptomatic malaria through the first year of life was reduced
by 23% (adjusted OR: 0.77, 95% CI 0.62–0.96; p = 0.019) and was doubled for infants
having an alternating infection pattern, compared to the infants with the only-asymptomatic
infection pattern (adjusted OR: 2.21, 95% CI 1.80–2.72; p < 0.001).
Living in a low SES household significantly predisposed infants (in parasite positive groups)
to having malaria parasites. Residency in urban areas reduced the odds of having an
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alternating asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria by 76% (p = 0.022), reduced the
odds of having only asymptomatic infection by 81% (p = 0.193), and reduced the odds of
having only symptomatic malaria by 95% (p = 0.731) compared with residency in rural areas.
Increasing MUAC (per centimeter) and ANC visits reduced the likelihood of having onlysymptomatic malaria infection pattern in the first year of life. Also, increasing MUAC (per
centimeter) decreased the likelihood of having an alternating asymptomatic infection and
symptomatic malaria in the first year of life.
Increasing age of mother (per year) increased the likelihood of having either alternating
asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria or only asymptomatic infections in the first
year of life, although the effect was not significant regarding only asymptomatic infections.
Also, this age effect was not detected in the only-symptomatic group.
The effect of sickle cell trait was observed after three months of age among the infants with
parasite positive visits. After three months, infants with normal red blood cells (HbAA) were
52% more likely to have alternating asymptomatic and symptomatic infection pattern,
compared to those with sickle cell trait (HbAS) or disease (HbSS). Significant effects where
not observed in the other infection patterns.

5.3

STUDY III

To understand in-depth the dynamics of asymptomatic and symptomatic infections in the first
year of life, molecular methods were used to study the submicroscopic P. falciparum
infections in the four microscopy defined longitudinal sequence patterns of infection
identified in study I.
A subset of infants from each microscopy defined infection pattern were randomly selected
for the molecular analyses rather than all 1264 infants, due to the practical constraints of
examining by qPCR the filter paper samples of the corresponding 2044 microscopy positive
and 10412 microscopy negative tests from the monthly scheduled home and unscheduled
hospital visits made by the infants.
The subset of infants (n = 79) had a total of 845 filter paper samples (276 samples from 20
infants in symptomatic only group; 287 samples from 25 infants of alternating group; 166
samples from 21 infants of asymptomatic only group; 116 samples from 13 infants of parasite
negative group). Also, in-depth analyses of samples obtained from either the monthly
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scheduled home visits (77%; 650/845) or the unscheduled hospital visits (23%; 195/845) was
performed for each infection pattern (Figure 7).
Overall, P. falciparum parasite detection by qPCR (605) was 3.7 times higher than
microscopy (164); 4.2 times more at the scheduled home visits (445:107 respectively) and 2.8
times more at the unscheduled hospital visits (160:57 respectively) (all p < 0.001), and all the
164 samples which were positive by microscopy were also qPCR positive.
Overall, 89% of the subset of infants included in this study had submicroscopic infection. Of
the 618 microscopy negative tests, 397 (64%) was qPCR positive (submicroscopic infection).
The submicroscopic infections were detected at both the monthly scheduled home visits
(79%; 314/397) and the unscheduled hospital visits (21%; 83/397).
Among infants with microscopy positive visits – i.e symptomatic only, alternating, and
asymptomatic only groups, the overall number of microscopy detected infections ranged
between 1 and 6, with a mean number of infections per child ranging between 2.31±1.25 and
3.48±1.69. The qPCR analysis increased the detection of infection by two to five fold among
the microscopy positive groups (symptomatic only: 11.40±3.87, alternating 8.20±1.35: and
asymptomatic only: 4.10±2.02) and also resulted in the detection of infection in the parasite
negative group (2.0±1.07; range 1-3).
Overall, in each microscopy defined infection pattern, the asymptomatic infection detected by
qPCR was above 60%, and symptomatic malaria below 35%, except for the symptomatic
only group (51% and 49% respectively). A similar trend was observed in the monthly
scheduled home visits. The qPCR also detected symptomatic infections in all groups of
infants at unscheduled hospital visits. Submicroscopic infections with asymptomatic status
outnumbered the symptomatic status by 1.8 times (257:140).
Among the infants (n = 74) whose monthly series of both microscopy and qPCR infections
were combined, four (5.4%) were continuously parasite negative, 19 infants (25.7%) had only
asymptomatic infections, 51 (68.9%) infants had the alternated between having asymptomatic
and symptomatic infections and no child had symptomatic infections only throughout the first
year of life.
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Figure 5. The microscopy or qPCR method detected infections in the four microscopy defined infection patterns
during the scheduled home visits or unscheduled hospital visits and are presented by age in this figure.
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6 DISCUSSION
This thesis has examined microscopy defined patterns of infection among a birth cohort
regularly followed from birth to twelve months of age, in a high transmission area of Ghana.
The goal was to characterize over time, the asymptomatic and symptomatic infections in
infants, identify factors influencing susceptibility to malaria in high transmission areas and
understand protection against malaria in the first year of life.
In study I, the longitudinal sequence patterns of Plasmodium falciparum infections identified
during monthly scheduled home and unscheduled hospital visits were examined from birth to
twelve months of age, among 1264 infants. The microscopy defined patterns of infection
were highly diverse, nevertheless they fell under four main exposure categories, namely the
only-symptomatic (35% of infants), alternating (22% of infants), only-asymptomatic (7% of
infants) and parasite negative (36% of infants). This is the first time that the dynamics of
asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria in the first year of life has been
longitudinally characterized, as far as known. Based on the documented dynamics of
naturally acquired immunity to malaria,

8, 83, 165, 172

, it may be that these four main infection

patterns are the natural means by which infants resist or become susceptible to malaria. Thus,
the natural acquisition of immunity to malaria in the first year of life may be best understood
by designing studies that regularly sample infants and stratify them according to their
longitudinal malaria/infection patterns.
Overall, the age distribution of infections from birth to twelve months of age of the entire
cohort was consistent with the reports on age distribution of malaria in infants. That is,
symptomatic malaria is rare but asymptomatic infections are common in the first five months
of life; and both asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria increase from six to
twelve months of age 19, 194, 195. This finding further confirm the concept that there are natural
mechanisms in place to protect infants from symptoms of malaria but not parasite infection in
the first five months of life

156, 171

. Whether the mechanisms are specific to malaria parasite

exposure and can be modified in the presence of other infectious pathogens to modulate the
overall protection against malaria, with age, is unknown and warrants additional
investigations; considering that although living in the same malaria transmission area a
uniform pattern of malaria was not observed, and there were significant differences in
illnesses before the first microscopic infection and age at first infection, among the four
infection patterns.
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Parasite densities were significantly low during the periods of asymptomatic infections
throughout the year, and consistent with a study by Riley et al (2000)

171

, parasite densities

were also low below six months of age, where asymptomatic infections were also frequent.
Since it is unreported that maternally transferred antibodies persist from birth to twelve
months of age, a direct relationship between low parasite densities in infancy and maternal
antibodies as previously thought 171 appears unlikely, and the interaction of actively acquired
immunity in keeping parasitaemia low during periods of asymptomatic infection, through the
first year of life may be possible.
The stratification of infants by their longitudinal sequence pattern of infections offered the
opportunity to further investigate factors which contributed to being either immune or
susceptible to malaria in the first year of life. These investigations were performed in study
II.
Study II revealed that compared to being immune to disease (having only asymptomatic
infections) throughout the first year of life, infants were twice more likely to alternate
between asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria and less likely to have only
symptomatic malaria. In study III, a relatively smaller subset of infants was selected from the
only-symptomatic group and examined by qPCR methods. Additional asymptomatic
submicroscopic infections were found among these infants, thereby confirming that it was
less likely to have only symptomatic malaria through the first year of life.
An assessment of the host, demographic and maternal factors which predisposed infants to
being parasite negative or having asymptomatic infections versus developing symptomatic
malaria revealed similar characteristics between the parasite negative and only-asymptomatic
groups, supporting the concept that the infants of the only-asymptomatic group were
potentially immune to disease through the first year of life.
Compared to their counterparts, the two groups considered immune to disease (onlyasymptomatic), or parasites (parasite negative) showed similar characteristics including
higher residency in urban areas and in less poor households, birth in a health facility, less
placental malaria, high ANC attendance, ITN use and IPTp compliance. Although infant bed
net usage was not statistically significant, the highest usage was among the onlyasymptomatic and parasite negative groups of infants. Consequently, these host/maternal
characteristics are deemed beneficial and interventions that can improve their compliance or
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their continued implementation are recommended for the effective control of malaria in
infants.
Infants of the only-asymptomatic group were significantly healthier (compared to the other
infants with parasite positive visits), with fewer reported fever, elevated temperature,
illnesses, or low intake of antimalarial before the first microscopy infection, and higher
MUAC at first infection. As reasoned above, if having only asymptomatic infection through
the first year of life was beneficial, then low SES had a less beneficial effect and ITN use
during pregnancy had a more beneficial effect on having only asymptomatic infection.
Considering that living in a low SES household reduced the likelihood (by 21%) and ITN use
during pregnancy predisposed infants (by 62%) to having only asymptomatic infections. In
fact, some studies show improved SES is associated with reduced malaria and could
positively impact control efforts 196, 197 198.
Residence in urban areas compared to rural areas and better nourishment (increasing MUAC)
both significantly reduced the likelihood of infant have alternating asymptomatic infection
and symptomatic malaria. Also, increasing age of mother marginally increased the likelihood
of having an alternating asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria. As articulated
above, if the alternating asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria infection pattern is
the natural course by which infants acquire protection against malaria in the first year of life,
then these findings suggest that while increasing age of mother contributed to promoting this
natural course of infection pattern, urban residence and better nourishment did not promote it.
The relatively higher proportion of infants with a low SES (91%) in this group suggests that
low SES probably interacted with age of mother, urban residency, and nourishment to
predispose an infant to the natural course of acquiring protection against malaria in the first
year of life. Particularly, given that urban residency, an older mother and better nourishment
are commendable characteristics, and a high proportion of infants with the parasite negative
infection pattern had an older mother and lived in urban areas and in a higher SES household.
The onset of the delayed effect has not been shown, although it is known that sickle cell trait
delays the time to a first symptomatic malaria

78, 87

. For the first time, as far as know, it is

shown, in study II, that the effect of sickle cell trait (observed among the infants with parasite
positive visits) begins after three months of age, and is consistent with a study from Burkina
Faso where the incidence of malaria was evident from three months of age onwards

153

.

Among the infants with parasite positive visits (only-symptomatic, only-asymptomatic and
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alternating groups), the time to a first infection was delayed for infants with sickle cell trait or
disease and is consistent with other studies

78, 87

. Nevertheless, in our study, this effect was

significant among infants with the alternating asymptomatic infection and symptomatic
malaria infection pattern. Williams et al (2005) 87 has reported no effect of sickle cell trait on
asymptomatic infections, and this may be the reason for the lack of a significant effect of
sickle cell trait among infants with the only-asymptomatic infection pattern.
The findings of study I and II indicated significant differences between the infection patterns.
So, to understand in-depth the parasite dynamics, in study III, subsets of infants were
randomly selected from each microscopy defined infection pattern and examined further with
qPCR to determine the submicroscopic infection distribution. Further, the submicroscopic
infection distribution in both the monthly scheduled home visits and unscheduled hospital
visits of each microscopy defined infection pattern was assessed in study III.
Consistent with other reports from high transmission areas, qPCR increased the detection of
infections by four fold overall, and by two to five fold within the infection patterns 19, 145, 186.
The infections detected (by qPCR) at scheduled home visits were more compared to the
unscheduled hospital visits. In addition, a relatively high proportion of submicroscopic
infections (79%) was detected at the monthly scheduled home visits. These findings indicate
high exposure of infants to malaria parasites, and malaria control interventions enforced,
particularly at home, will be optimal.
Similar to other reports, qPCR generally detected more asymptomatic infections than
microscopy across all our microscopy defined infection patterns 19, 186. In addition, during the
scheduled home visits, qPCR frequently detected symptomatic infections. Indicative of a
substantial undiagnosed submicroscopic infections in the first year of life. Investigations to
determine differences between submicroscopic versus microscopic infections, regarding the
parasite clone diversity across the infections patterns may help to understand the transition
from asymptomatic infection to symptomatic malaria.
The submicroscopic infections with asymptomatic infection status were almost two fold of
submicroscopic infections with symptomatic infection status. Being the first known study to
closely sample repeatedly and characterize submicroscopic distribution in asymptomatic
infections and symptomatic malaria in the first year of life within a high malaria transmission
area, the replication of this study with qPCR methods in a larger sample size is
recommended.
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Submicroscopic infections were frequent within the first six months of life in all the
microscopy defined infection patterns. Thus, additional studies to detect gametocyte
distribution in all the microscopy defined infection patterns could help understand the
infectivity of submicroscopic infection in the presence of maternal antibodies — present in
the first months of life 199, 200.
In summary, the studies of this thesis have characterized within a high malaria transmission
area of Ghana, the longitudinal sequence patterns of asymptomatic infections and
symptomatic malaria through the first year of life. The studies have provided novel
perspectives on how to better design infant cohort studies and obtain better understanding of
protection against symptomatic malaria in infants; having shown varying profiles of infection
within the same transmission area that is indicative of varying immune mechanisms of
protection against malaria. Further, these studies have provided better understanding of the
distribution of malaria parasites below the detection limit of conventional methods, either at
home or at hospital, and showed commendable host and maternal factors that can contribute
to reducing symptomatic malaria among infants.
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7

CONCLUSION

The goal of the studies in this thesis was to provide better understanding of the determinants
of asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria and make useful recommendations that
can contribute to protecting infants against symptomatic malaria.
In study I, light microscopy was used to systematically define asymptomatic infections and
symptomatic malaria in the first year of life. Four main infection patterns were discovered
among four groups of infants that remained either parasite-free or with only asymptomatic
infections or symptomatic malaria alone, or that intermittently alternated between
asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria, through their first year life. These groups
of infants were significantly different per their malaria parasite density and age at microscopy
positivity. This study is the first to characterize and identify microscopy defined infection
patterns in infants followed monthly from birth and opens up new ways for understanding
protection against symptomatic malaria in the first year of life. In addition, for the first time,
the length of time from birth (three months) that the protective effects of sickle cell trait
commenced was identified.
In study II, a broad range of potential host and maternal risk factors among the four groups of
infants were examined with statistical methods to further understand the determinants of
asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria. Low SES was most consistently associated
with symptomatic malaria. Improved maternal ANC attendance, ITN and IPTp use during
pregnancy had significantly positive impact on infants throughout the first year of life.
Interestingly, birth of an infant in a private maternity home was a significant risk of malaria.
In study III, in-depth analyses of series of samples from a subset of infants in each of the four
identified groups of infants in study I showed again that there were infants who were
consistently parasite negative, or with asymptomatic infections only or with alternating
asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria. The infants of each group had
submicroscopic infections that were mostly asymptomatic, although additional symptomatic
submicroscopic infections were identified. Indicating that infants are an important target
group in reducing malaria transmission.
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7.1

CONCLUSION HIGHLIGHTS
• Systematic profiling of the longitudinal sequence of P. falciparum infections detected
by microscopy revealed four patterns of infections among infants living in the same
malaria transmission area of Ghana: (i) only-symptomatic (35% of infants), (ii)
alternating (22% of infants), (iii) only-asymptomatic (7% of infants) and (iv) parasite
negative (36% of infants)

• Infants were less likely to have the microscopy defined only-symptomatic pattern,
compared to having the only-asymptomatic infection pattern

• Parasite densities and age at infection were significantly different between the infants
• Adequate ANC attendance, ITN and IPTp use by pregnant mothers significantly
reduced malaria throughout the first year of life

• Low socio-economic status was most consistently associated with symptomatic
malaria

• Birth of an infant in a private maternity home was a significant risk of malaria
• A protective effect of sickle cell trait was detected from three months of age
• Analyses by qPCR significantly increased the detection of P. falciparum infections in
infants compared with microscopy

• Submicroscopic infections, only detected by qPCR, were mostly asymptomatic,
although submicroscopic infections with symptomatic status were also identified both
at home and hospital visits

• Despite living in the same malaria transmission area, the infants experienced varied
patterns of symptomatic and asymptomatic P. falciparum infections the first year of
life
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8

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

This thesis has demonstrated that the dynamics of asymptomatic infection and symptomatic
malaria in high malaria transmission areas can be better assessed by studying regularly
followed large cohorts. So, it is generally recommended that molecular epidemiology and
immuno-epidemiological studies that seek to better understand similarities or differences
between asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria should employ large regularly
(monthly or bi-weekly) followed cohorts.
In Study I, the regular sampling and power of the cohort enabled us to profile and discover
varied infection patterns over time. A major challenge was finding a universally accepted
definition of asymptomatic infection. A review of the literature to understand the criteria for
defining asymptomatic infection brought to attention that universally acceptable definitions
of asymptomatic infection for different exposure groups such as infants, school age children
or pregnant women or for different malaria eradication phases including control, preelimination, or elimination phases, are needed. This is because different exposure groups or
malaria eradication phases tend to have different parasite dynamics and associated immune
correlates.
The presence of malaria parasites in vivo is important for activating immune cells for clonal
expansion and subsequent differentiation into specific effectors for clearing parasites. So, the
ability of infants to spontaneously clear parasites at one time (suggesting presence of
functional effectors) but not another warrants further investigations to determine differences
in antigen presentation mechanisms for asymptomatic and symptomatic infections; or identify
parasite clones that are cleared faster or persist and why some parasite clones are first to clear
(least vs most important polymorphisms).
Being the first study to identify these infection patterns in infants, additional studies,
preferably also using PCR, in other malaria endemic areas is recommended. These studies
may also include in-depth analyses to identify the time frame that is a risk of symptomatic
malaria, following an asymptomatic infection. To help decipher the extent to which
asymptomatic infections only (microscopic and submicroscopic detected) through the first
year of life may be commendable, additional studies should be performed to identify
association between anaemia and the infection patterns identified.
Study II supported the continued implementation of commendable factors such as ANC
attendance, ITN and IPTp use during pregnancy, for the control of malaria in infants. Thus, it
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seems that the parasite dynamics during pregnancy affects the parasite dynamics during
infancy. So, studies to understand the determinant of asymptomatic infections and
symptomatic malaria in the first year of life should expand the scope of variables to include
as many maternal parameters as possible.
Interventions that improve housing, living conditions or agricultural practices are highly
recommended, as a high proportion of infants in this study lived in low SES households and
low SES was a significant risk of infection — with either an asymptomatic or symptomatic
status. Further studies to determine maternal adherence or health facility compliance to
recommended malaria preventive measures and other exposure factors including length of
stay or the sanitary conditions, in the various health facilities where infants were born, could
help identify additional factors that contributed to increasing symptomatic malaria in the first
year of life.
Similar to study I, in study III, varying longitudinal profiles of asymptomatic infections and
symptomatic malaria in the same transmission area was detected through the first year of life.
This provides new perspectives for a more refined identification of the immune correlates of
protection in infants. That is, the identification of immune correlates of protection against
disease — with infants having asymptomatic infections only through the first year of life
considered immune to disease; or against infection — with infants having no parasites, by
both microscopy and qPCR, considered immune to infection.
Follow up studies on the longitudinal sequence patterns of infection among the infants are
highly recommended, to help better understand protection against malaria in infants.
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Abstract
Although malaria mortality among children under five years of age is high, the characteristics of their infection patterns are not well described. The aim of this study was to examine
the longitudinal sequence pattern of Plasmodium falciparum infections in the first year of life
within a birth cohort in Kintampo, Ghana (N = 1855). Infants were monitored at home with
monthly sampling and also at the clinic for any febrile illness between 2008 and 2011. Light
microscopy was performed on monthly scheduled visits and febrile ill visits over twelve
months of follow-ups (n = 19231). Microscopy-positive visits accompanied with or without
symptoms were rare during the first five months of life but were common from six to twelve
months of age. Among 1264 infants with microscopy data over a minimum of eight monthly
visits and also throughout in sick visits, some were microscopy negative (36%), and others
positive: only-symptomatic (35%), alternating (22%) and only-asymptomatic (7%). The
median age of microscopic infection was seven months for the alternating group and eight
months for both the only-symptomatic and only-asymptomatic groups. The alternating
group had the highest cumulative incidence of microscopic infections, the lowest age at first
infection and 87 different infection patterns. Parasite densities detected by microscopy were
significantly higher for symptomatic versus asymptomatic infection. We conclude that
infants in malaria endemic areas experience diverse infection profiles throughout their first
year of life. Further investigations should include submicroscopic reservoir and may shed
more light on the factors that determine susceptibility to malaria during infancy.
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Dynamics of malaria infections in infants

Introduction
Plasmodium falciparum malaria is often uncomplicated, but can also be fatal, and children
below the age of five are most vulnerable [1, 2]. Malaria parasite infections may be accompanied with or without symptoms (asymptomatic) in semi immune individuals in endemic areas
[3–5]. Symptomatic malaria has been reported to occur less frequently than asymptomatic
infections in both high and low transmission settings [4, 6]. However among infants, symptomatic malaria is considered to be a major public health problem. Symptomatic malaria in
this age-group is relatively well-studied and yet asymptomatic infections may be informative
for studies of immunity and accelerate efforts to eliminate malaria [1, 7].
Infants living in endemic areas experience both symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic
infections [8, 9]. During the first six months of life, infections are reported to be mainly asymptomatic, while between six and twelve months of age the incidence of both symptomatic
malaria and asymptomatic infections tend to increase [8, 10–13]. The low incidence of symptomatic malaria below the age of six months has been attributed to the presence of fetal hemoglobin [14, 15] and passively acquired maternal IgG [5]. Malaria-specific antibodies at birth
(in maternal and/or cord blood) have also been associated with protection against some
malaria parasite antigens [5, 16–20]. Nevertheless, detailed descriptions of the longitudinal
patterns of symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic infections within the first year of life are
not available, as most research focuses primarily on the direct effects of clinical symptoms [10,
20–25].
Studying the temporal patterns of both symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic infections
in infants is important for understanding the relationships between susceptibility and immunity, and for guiding control interventions such as presumptive treatment and vaccines. Studying large cohorts of infants who undergo frequent sampling over longer periods of time is also
useful for exploring correlates of protection [7]. Previous studies assessing malaria morbidity
in the first year of life either had limited sampling opportunities [9, 21] or had relatively small
cohorts [5, 18]. Consequently, the longitudinal profiles and age-specific patterns of infections
during the first year of life have not been extensively studied and the potential correlates of
protection during infancy remain uncertain [20, 25].
Ghana is currently considered by the World Health Organizations (WHO) to be one of the
eleven countries with the highest burden of malaria in the world as the malaria status in 2010
is the same as in 2018 and the malaria-related infant mortality is still high [1]. We conducted a
large birth cohort study in a high transmission area of Ghana to determine whether exposure
to placental malaria increased the risk of malaria during infancy [26]. To detect malaria parasites, microscopy was performed on blood samples collected during scheduled monthly home
visits and whenever an infant reported to the study hospital with an illness [26]. Here, we
report the age-specific patterns of microscopy positivity with or without symptoms, among
1819 infants with in total 19231 visits in the first year of life.

Materials and methods
Study location and population
Kintampo North Municipality (KNM) and Kintampo South District (KSD) comprises 156
communities and covers an area of 7 162 km2 in Ghana (Fig 1). Malaria transmission in this
area is high and perennial, peaking during the rainy season between April and November [27,
28].
In October 2008, a birth cohort study enrolled pregnant women in the study area [26].
Infants were included in the study at birth between November 2008 and January 2011. They
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Fig 1. Map of study location. Credit: Kintampo Health Research Centre Geographic Information System Unit (2020).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.g001

were followed up by scheduled home visits every month until twelve months of age or until the
end of the study in May 2011. The duration of infant follow-up varied over the study period, as
they were enrolled at birth. Infants also exited the study at various times due to death, migration or loss to follow-up [26].

Collection of samples and identification of parasites
Each child was visited at home on a monthly basis, by trained field staff who collected blood
samples and completed standard questionnaires. Caregivers were encouraged to seek care
from the study clinician, and for the infant’s blood to be taken if the infant was unwell, inbetween the home visits. During the clinical visits, infants with reported fever or axillary
temperature � 37.5˚C (elevated temperature) and malaria parasites detected by microscopy
were treated with artesunate/amodiaquine in accordance with the national health policies. All
infants received free health insurance, which was paid for by the study.
Blood samples (500 μl– 1 ml) were collected into EDTA vacutainer blood-collection tubes
during the scheduled/home visits and when malaria was suspected at the unscheduled/clinical
visits. Malaria parasites were examined by Giemsa-stained thin and thick blood films. Parasite
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densities were estimated per microlitre (μl) of blood, assuming 8000 leukocytes/μl of blood,
counting the number of parasites per 200 leukocytes and multiplying the leukocyte fraction by
40. Parasites were counted per 500 leukocytes and multiplied by 16 if the parasitaemia was less
than 100 per μl. If the infant had temperature below 37.5˚C during the unscheduled/clinical
visit and the caregiver did not report fever in the previous 48 hours, the clinician did not suspect malaria and did not request a microscopy test. Thus, there were unscheduled/clinical visits with no accompanying microscopy tests. Consequently, unscheduled/clinical visits in
subsequent seven days after parasite detection on a scheduled/home visit were factored into
the definition of symptomatic malaria. Insecticide-treated bed nets were used to prevent
malaria among infants. Details including enrolment and follow-up visits have been previously
described [26].

Quality control
Microscopists were certified experts by the National Institute for Communicable Diseases
(NICD), South Africa and the United Kingdom National External Quality Assessment Service
(UKNEQAS). The NICD microscopy certification was performed three times in each year of
the study while the UKNEQAS certification was conducted monthly. In addition, 10% of the
blood films were examined by an independent expert microscopist who attained 100% agreement with the other microscopists.

Definitions of symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic infection
At either the scheduled/home or unscheduled/clinical visit, symptomatic malaria (adapted
from the WHO) was defined as a positive malaria microscopy reading together with a history
of reported fever or elevated temperature and illnesses/symptoms (vomiting, chills, fever, diarrhoea, cough, difficulty breathing, blood in urine or inability to suckle, drink or eat) within the
past 48 hours or subsequent seven days of parasite detection [1, 29]. An asymptomatic infection was defined as positive malaria microscopy tests at the monthly scheduled/home visits
with temperature < 37.5˚C and neither reported fever, illnesses/without a clinical sign of
malaria nor unscheduled/clinical visits in the preceding 48 hours or subsequent seven days following parasite detection.

Statistical analyses and profiling of temporal infections
Data was analyzed using Stata Version 14 (STATA Corporation, College Station, TX) and JMP
statistical software. For a detailed description of the dynamics of infection status in visits
where microscopy was positive throughout the first year of life (temporal infections), we identified infants who had microscopy tests for eight or more scheduled/home visits and any number of unscheduled/clinical visits (S1 Fig). The scheduled/home and unscheduled/clinical
visits that had missing parasite density values, measured temperature or reported fever in past
48 hours were excluded as these were necessary for the longitudinal classifications (Table 1).
The presence of malaria parasites detected by microscopy, in addition to measured temperature and/or history of fever and illnesses at scheduled/home or unscheduled/clinical visits
were used to determine symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic infections and to group the
longitudinal sequence pattern of infections as: i) “parasite negative” if an infant did not have
malaria parasites by microscopy during all follow up visits, ii) “only-symptomatic” if an infant
had symptomatic malaria on any occasion parasites were detected by microscopy. iii) “onlyasymptomatic” if an infant was asymptomatic when parasites were detected by microscopy on
any scheduled/home visit, and iv) “alternating” if both asymptomatic infection and
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Table 1. Characteristics of infants and visits.
Characteristic
Number of births
Sex
Transmission season at birth†

Level

Scheduled/home visits

Unscheduled/clinical visits�

Value

Proportion (%)

Value

Proportion (%)

All

1819

100

-

-

Male

928

51.0

-

-

Female

891

49.0

-

-

High

1308

71.9

Low

511

28.1

-

-

Infants visited at least once

Yes

1819

100

1488

81.8

No

-

-

331

18.2

Infants having microscopy records

Yes

1674

92.0

1437

96.6

No

145

8.0

51

3.4

Infants having � 8 microscopy records/visits

Yes

1264

69.5

1177

93.0

0

0

87

7.0

Number of visits for 1819 infants

No

19231

78.5

5 254

21.5

Expected scheduled/home visits for 1819 infants

21828

88.1

-

-

�

Scheduled/home visit (and sampling) during which infants were found to be febrile and taken to hospital were regarded as unscheduled/clinical visit/sample, thus these

scheduled/home visits and samples were recorded as unavailable/missing. Microscopy tests were not requested during clinical visit if malaria was not suspected.
†High transmission is from April to November and low from December to March.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.t001

symptomatic malaria were intermittently detected by microscopy, in no specific order,
throughout all follow up visits in the first year of life.
The frequency distribution mean, cumulative incidence, age and median parasite density at
infection were described for infants in the entire cohort as well as the sub-groups defined
above. To explore the removal-time by microscopy for each group, the time (in days) intervals
between any two infections were examined for infants with two or more infections.
The Kruskal Wallis test was used to assess age, infection and parasite density differences
between groups, while the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were performed for within group analysis. In order to control the skewness and make the analysis more valid, parasite densities were
log10 transformed. Estimates with p-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Ethical approval and consent to participate
This study was granted ethical approval by the Kintampo Health Research Centre (KHRC)
Institutional Ethics Committee (Office for Human Research Protections federal wide assurance number is 00011103 and Institutional Research Board registration number is 0004854).
Additional approval for this study was granted by the Regional Ethics Board of Stockholm
(Dnr 2018/1967-32). Ethical approvals for the original birth cohort study were provided by the
KHRC, Ghana Health Service and London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. Mothers
gave written consent to participate in the birth cohort study for themselves and their infants.

Results
Characteristics of the cohort
The birth cohort included 1855 infants. The second child of 36 twin births was excluded in
order to prevent clustering effects during analysis (Fig 2). The 1819 infants included in the
analysis had a total of 19231 monthly scheduled/home visits, corresponding to a compliance
rate (observed visits/expected visits × 100) of 88.1% (Table 1). For infants who reported illness
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Fig 2. Flow chart of the selection of infants to profile the temporal infections.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.g002

between any two successive scheduled/home visits, 73.7% (1341/1819) had a corresponding
unscheduled/clinical visit record.
Malaria microscopy tests were performed for 92.0% (1674/1819) of infants during their
scheduled/home and/or unscheduled/clinical visits (Table 1 and Fig 2). The infants had a
mean of 6 (SD: ± 3) monthly scheduled visits with microscopy data. A summary of the microscopy data for infants is in S1 Fig, while the details of sex, month of birth and the infection status in scheduled/home or unscheduled/hospital visits is in S1 Table. The proportion of
parasite positive tests, both among scheduled and unscheduled visits, increased with age (Fig
3A and 3B). Malaria parasites were detected by microscopy among 58.0% (971/1674) of infants
at least once during the follow-up period. In total, 54.9% (919/1674) of infants had malaria parasites and corresponding values of measured temperature and/or history of fever in the past 48
hours and illnesses during their scheduled/home and unscheduled/clinical visits.

Malaria microscopy positivity
Out of a total of 12926 microscopy tests performed for 1674 infants, 2394 (18.5%) tests, among
971 infants, were positive for malaria parasites. The majority of infections were P. falciparum
(95.8%; 2293/2394), followed by P. malariae (2%; 41/2394) and P. ovale (1.4%; 33/2394).
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Fig 3. Distribution of malaria parasite negative and positive microscopy tests among 1674 infants. (A) Parasite negative and positive outcomes (with and without
symptoms) at scheduled monthly home visits. (B) Microscopy negative and positive outcomes during symptomatic unscheduled hospital visits. (C) Monthly prevalence
of microscopy positive visits with and without symptoms. (D) The cumulative incidence shows the rate of new microscopy positivity with or without symptoms in visits
from birth to one year of age.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.g003

Plasmodium vivax and P. knowlesi were not identified. Mixed species infections were rare
(1.1%; 27/2394) and were mainly P. falciparum and P. malariae co-infections (70.3%; 19/27).
Gametocytes were detected in 1.6% (39/2394) of all infections. P. falciparum contributed
84.6% (33/39), P. malariae contributed 5.1% (2/39) and P. ovale contributed 10.3% (4/39) of all
gametocytes.
Of the 2394 microscopy positive tests, 2194 (91.6%) tests among 919 infants were with corresponding values for measured temperature, history of fever in the past 48 hours and illnesses
at scheduled/home and unscheduled/clinical visits. Of these, 61.1% (1340/2194) were accompanied by malaria symptoms; 68.1% (913/1340) of the symptomatic malaria infection were
detected during unscheduled/clinical visits while 31.9% (427/1340) were detected during the
scheduled/home visits. Microscopy positivity, both with (symptomatic malaria) and without
symptoms (asymptomatic infections), increased with age in scheduled/home and unscheduled/clinical visits (Fig 3A and 3B).
Microscopy positivity increased from birth to twelve months of age and was highest at
seven months of age (20%, 261 microscopy positive infants / 1314 infants tested). The microscopy detected infections were predominantly without symptoms (asymptomatic) from birth to
five months of age. From six to twelve months of age, visits in which both symptomatic and
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asymptomatic microscopic infections were identified became more frequent among the
infants (Fig 3C). This trend was also reflected in the cumulative incidence of visits in which
microscopic infections were with or without symptoms, up to five months of age, after which
most microscopy positivity were symptomatic (Fig 3D). The median P. falciparum parasite
density was significantly lower for both symptomatic and asymptomatic infections from birth
to five months of age compared with six months of age and above (S2 Fig).

Temporal profiles of microscopy positivity in relation to symptoms
Infants with at least eight scheduled home visits with microscopy and clinical data were
included in the longitudinal profile over the first year of life. Among these 1264 infants, four
main groups were identified: i) 459 (36%) infants were microscopy negative at all visits (both
scheduled and unscheduled) (“parasite negative” group), ii) 444 (35%) infants had symptoms
when parasites were detected by microscopy (symptomatic malaria) in both scheduled and
unscheduled visits (“only-symptomatic” group), iii) 87 (7%) did not have symptoms (asymptomatic infection) when parasites were detected by microscopy in the scheduled visits (“onlyasymptomatic” group), and iv) 274 (22%) infants had both symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic microscopy infection in scheduled or unscheduled visits (“alternating” group).
In the group of infants with malaria parasites detected by microscopy, the infections
occurred intermittently throughout the year (Fig 4A, 4B and 4C). Microscopic infections
among infants in the only-asymptomatic group were identified only during scheduled/home
visits (Fig 4C), unlike in other groups where microscopic infections were identified during
both the scheduled/home and unscheduled/clinical visits (Fig 4A and 4B).
The overall infection profile showed that malaria parasites were detected by microscopy at
least once during both the scheduled/home and unscheduled/clinical visits among 64% (805/

Fig 4. Temporal distribution of microscopic infections through the first year of life during scheduled/home or unscheduled/clinic visits. During both scheduled
and unscheduled visits (A) symptomatic malaria was detected by microscopy within the only-symptomatic group, (B) symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic
infections were detected by microscopy among infants in the alternating group and (C) Infants in the only-asymptomatic group were identified at the scheduled/home
visits and none had unscheduled/hospital visit or symptoms in the past 48 hours of parasite detection or in the subsequent 7 days following infection.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.g004
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Fig 5. Overall microscopy positivity per group of infants. The number of times parasites were detected in the visits where microscopy was positive in each group is
shown. S4 Fig shows the microscopy positive, negative or unavailable/missing visits/samples among the cohort for the only-symptomatic, alternating and onlyasymptomatic groups.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.g005

1264) of infants in this sub cohort. Among the infants with parasites, 37% (299/805) had only
one microscopy positive visit over the twelve-months follow-up and were in either the onlysymptomatic or only-asymptomatic groups (Fig 5). Visits where microscopy was positive are
distinguished from the negative or unavailable/missing visits/samples in S4 Fig.
Among the infants with microscopy positive visits, 63% (506/805) had two or more separate
microscopic infections over the one-year period. Of these, 54% (274/506) had both symptomatic and asymptomatic microscopic infections and were in the alternating group, 39% (198/506)
were in the only-symptomatic group and 7% (34/506) were in the only-asymptomatic group.
The cumulative incidence of microscopic infections from birth to twelve months of age was
highest in the alternating group, followed by the only-asymptomatic group (Fig 6A). The
cumulative incidence of microscopy positivity was similar between the only-asymptomatic
group and the only-symptomatic group from eight months of age onwards (Fig 6A).
The mean number of microscopy positive visits was similar between the only symptomatic
[1.75 visits/child (779/444)] and only-asymptomatic groups [1.85 visits/child (161/87)]
(p = 0.715). Within the alternating group, the mean number of microscopy positive visits that
were with symptoms was 2.17 infections/child (595/274) and without symptoms was 1.86
infections/child (509/274) (p < 0.001).
When comparing infants with two or more microscopic infections, the alternating group
had the highest mean number of infections [4.03 infections/child (1104/274)] compared to the
only-symptomatic [2.69 infections/child (533/198)] and only-asymptomatic groups [3.18
infections/child (108/34)] (p = 0.001).
Analysis of the number as well as the sequence patterns of microscopic infections in the
alternating group showed 87 different sequences of symptomatic malaria (S) and
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Fig 6. Age specific number of microscopic infections from birth to twelve months of age. (A) The cumulative incidence of microscopic infections shows the
rate at which new microscopy positive visits occurred in each infection profile. The monthly breakdown of microscopy positivity shows the number of infants
having (B) microscopic infection accompanied with symptoms within the only-symptomatic group, (C) microscopic infections with or without symptoms
within the alternating group and (D) microscopic infection without symptoms within the only-asymptomatic group.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.g006

asymptomatic microscopic infections (A) (Table 2). Half (59%; 51/87) of the sequence patterns
of alternating symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic microscopic infections were unique to
individuals (Table 2).
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Table 2. The sequence patterns of microscopic positive visits among 805 infants.
Only-symptomatic

Alternating patterns with symptomatic first infections

One sequence
pattern

Number of
infants
(N = 444)

Two
sequence
pattern

Number of
infants
(N = 51)

Three
sequence
pattern

Number of
infants
(N = 42)

Four sequence
pattern

Number of
infants
(N = 7)

�5 sequence
pattern

S

246

SA

16

SAS

7

SASA

2

5 sequence
pattern

Number of
infants
(N = 7)

SS

107

SAA

8

SASS

4

SASAA

1

SASASS

2

SSS

61

SSA

8

SSAS

7

SSASA

1

SASSSAS

1

SAASSASS

1

SSSS

19

SAAA

4

SAAS

5

SSSASA

1

SSSSS

6

SSAA

4

SASSS

2

SASSSSSA

1

SSSSSS

5

SSSA

3

SAAAS

2

SAAASSAA

1

6 sequence
pattern

SSSSA

2

SAASS

3

SASASA

1

SAAAA

2

SSSAS

3

SSSASASSA

1

SSSSAA

1

SSAAS

2

SSSAAA

1

SSASS

1

7 sequence
pattern

SSSSAAA

1

SSSASS

1

SSASASASS

1

SAAAAAA

1

SAAASS

1

SSASSS

1

SAAAASS

1

SSSSSSSAS

1

SASSSSSSSS

1
Number of
infants
(N = 8)

Only-asymptomatic

Alternating patterns with asymptomatic first infections

One sequence
pattern

Number of
infants
(N = 87)

Two
sequence
pattern

Number of
infants
(N = 125)

Three
sequence
pattern

Number of
infants
(N = 19)

Four sequence
pattern

Number of
infants
(N = 15)

�5 sequence
pattern

A

53

AS

42

ASA

5

ASAS

2

5 sequence
pattern

AA

12

ASS

23

ASSA

4

AASAS

2

ASASA

2

AAA

13

AAS

17

AASA

1

ASAAS

1

AASASA

1

AAAA

4

ASSS

8

AASAA

1

ASSASS

2

ASASSSA

1

AAAAA

2

AASS

7

ASSAA

1

AAASAS

1

ASASSAA

1

AAAAAA

2

AAAS

5

ASAAA

1

ASASSS

1

AAASSASAA

1

AAAAAAA

1

ASSSS

6

AAASSA

1

AASSASS

1

AAAAS

4

AAAASA

1

ASSSAAS

1

6 sequence
pattern

AAASS

2

ASSSAA

1

ASAAASS

1

ASASSAASS

AASSS

2

AAAAASA

1

ASSASSS

1

AAAAAS

3

AASAAAA

1

AAAASAS

1

8 sequence
pattern

ASSSSSSA

1

AAASSSASS

1

ASASAASAS

ASSSSS

1

AASSSS

1

AAASSS

1

ASSSSSS

2

AASSSSS

1

1

1

S = symptomatic malaria and A = asymptomatic infection. Upper table = Infants in the only-symptomatic group (have a maximum of 6 intermittent symptomatic
malaria) and alternating group who first experienced a symptomatic episode (have a maximum of 10 intermittent infections). Lower table = Infants in onlyasymptomatic group (have a maximum of 7 intermittent asymptomatic infections) and alternating group who first experienced an asymptomatic infection (have a
maximum of 9 intermittent infections). More details on time at infection are available in S1 Table.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.t002
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An analysis of the number of visits in which microscopy positivity was with or without
symptoms within the alternating group showed a maximum of ten intermittent microscopic
infections, while three microscopic infections were frequent [observed among 25% (68/274) of
infants in six different sequence patterns] (Table 2). For the most common alternating
sequence pattern, the first microscopy positivity was identified in visits without symptoms
(asymptomatic) that were followed by other microscopic infections where the visits were
symptomatic (46%; 125/274) (Table 2).
The time span (removal time) between any two visits in which microscopy was positive
peaked between 27 and 38 days for all groups. Visits in which microscopy positivity were six
months (180 days) or more apart were rarely observed in all groups, while positivity which
were less than 27 days apart were rare in the only-asymptomatic group (S3 Fig).

Age at infection among groups of infants
The first visits in which microscopy was found positive were between one and twelve months
of age [median = 6 months, (IQR: 5–8)]. The age at first visit where microscopy was positive
was lowest in the alternating group [median = 5 months (IQR: 4–7)] compared to the onlyasymptomatic group [median = 7 months (IQR: 4–9)] or the only-symptomatic group
[median = 7 months (IQR: 5–9)] (all p < 0.001).
Whereas the first symptomatic malaria episodes were detected between two and twelve
months of age for infants in the only-symptomatic group (Fig 6B), the first microscopic infections were detected between one and twelve months of age for infants in the only-asymptomatic group (Fig 6D). In the alternating group, the first microscopic infections occurred
between one and eleven months of age (Fig 6C) and the first microscopic infections which
were without symptoms [61% (167/274) of infants] were more frequent than the first microscopic infections which were with symptoms [39% (107/274) of infants] (p = 0.003).
Although microscopic infections were detected at all ages, a relatively small proportion of
infants (5%; 36/805) had visits in which microscopy was positive at two months of age and
were mainly in the alternating group [69% (25/36)]. For all the groups with malaria parasites,
the number of times that infants had visits in which microscopy was positive (on separate
occasions) increased with age, but the proportion of infected infants decreased with age (Fig
6B, 6C and 6D). The median age of microscopic infection was seven months (IQR: 6–10) for
the alternating group and eight months for both only-asymptomatic (IQR: 5–9) and onlysymptomatic groups (IQR: 6–10).

Parasite densities among groups of infants
The overall range of asexual P. falciparum parasite density was 2–974759 parasite per μl. Parasite
density increased with age in all the groups (Fig 7), and median parasite density at first infection
was highest in the only-symptomatic group (p < 0.001) (Table 3). Compared to other groups, the
only-symptomatic group had the highest median parasite density between one and six months of
age (p < 0.001) as well as between seven and twelve months of age (p < 0.001) (Table 3).
Within the alternating group, the median parasite density [14812 parasite per μl (IQR: 2847–
77843)] was higher when infants were symptomatic compared to when they were asymptomatic
[2848 parasite/μl (IQR: 858–8228)] (p < 0.001). In all groups, the parasite density was lower in
the first six months compared to seven months of age and above (all p < 0.001).

Discussion
The longitudinal profiles and age-specific patterns of microscopy positivity with or without
symptoms in 19231 monthly and ill visits were examined in a birth cohort of 1819 infants
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Fig 7. Age specific distribution of parasite densities through the first year of life. Monthly median parasite densities corresponding with (A) symptomatic
malaria within the only-symptomatic group, (B) both asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria within the alternating group and (C) asymptomatic
infections within the only-asymptomatic group.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.g007

from a high malaria transmission area of Ghana. Despite living in the same area during the
first year of life, infants experienced highly diverse patterns of microscopy positivity. Four
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Table 3. Distribution of asexual P. falciparum among the groups of infants.
Median parasite density (parasites/μl)

Only-symptomatic group

Alternating group

Only-asymptomatic group

22–974759

2–932795

19–190959

-

Overall (†IQR)

23177 (4354–101733)

5421 (1404–26355)

1702 (544–5748)

< 0.001

At first infections (IQR)

16717 (2912–72055)

2674 (755–12570)

1569 (388–5748)

< 0.001

�

Range

P-value

1 to 6 months of age (IQR)

10623 (2107–35137)

4088 (1032–16275)

1143 (388–4020)

< 0.001

7 to 12 months of age (IQR)

38302 (7281–132975)

6843 (1794–36948)

1929 (608–6854)

< 0.001

�
Not median of parasite densities.
† = Interquartile range.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0240814.t003

main groups of infants were identified, namely: parasite negative (36%), only-symptomatic
(35%), alternating (22%) and only-asymptomatic (7%). Over half of the 87 different patterns of
alternating symptomatic malaria and asymptomatic microscopic infection were unique to
individuals, indicating no uniform sequence of alternating symptomatic and asymptomatic
microscopic infections.
In unscheduled/clinical visits where microscopy positivity was with symptoms, microscopy
was performed on the same day and infants were treated, while on scheduled/home visits
when infants were ‘healthy’, microscopy was performed at a later date and there was no intention to treat at the visit. Nevertheless, all visits where microscopy positivity was with or without
symptoms (asymptomatic microscopic infections) were intermittent, with the asymptomatic
microscopic infections spontaneously clearing up in the only-asymptomatic group. Given the
gradual development of naturally acquired immunity to malaria at intermittent exposures [30,
31] and the observed intermittent distribution of infections, the natural course of malaria in
the first year of life may follow the four different temporal microscopic infection profiles
observed. Each time point of parasite exposure may have been accompanied by factors (placental malaria exposure, decreasing maternal antibodies, use of medications, ITN use or host
genetic factors) that could modulate symptoms or morbidity [23, 32]. Modifications arising
out of interactions between the infected child and combinations of these factors may have led
to microscopy positivity that were always accompanied with symptoms for some infants or
with no symptoms for others in the first year of life.
The higher cumulative incidence of symptomatic and asymptomatic microscopy positive
visits in the alternating group suggests that in vivo or extrinsic protection against infections
may be relatively poor for infants in this group. Importantly, the only-asymptomatic or onlysymptomatic patterns of infection may be observed less frequently among infants in high
transmission areas, compared to the alternating pattern, reducing their detection and significance to malaria in the first year of life. For instance, microscopic infections which were
asymptomatic, were frequently followed by symptomatic malaria (alternating pattern only)
among children aged six months to five years of age, in urban Uganda [33]. Prospectively, our
findings offer new approaches for analyzing data from longitudinal studies to provide a better
understanding of immunity and malaria susceptibility in infancy. For example, comparing
individuals who are repeatedly microscopy positive but do not show symptoms (asymptomatic) versus those that are symptomatic, or studying the same individuals when they are
asymptomatic versus when they are symptomatic.
The age at first microscopy positivity was lower for the alternating group (seven months)
than for both only-asymptomatic and only-symptomatic groups (eight months). However,
Wagner and others [5] reported that the median age at first infection was ten months among
infants in coastal Ghana. The small sample size (71 infants) and the malaria-case definitions,
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based on microscopy and polymerase chain reactions (PCR) and temperature � 37.5˚C at the
time of sample collection alone, may have contributed to the dis-similar age at first infection
observed by Wagner and others [5]. The first infection which was asymptomatic increased the
risk of subsequent symptomatic malaria among children who are six months to five years of
age living in urban Uganda [33], but reduced the risk of subsequent symptomatic malaria
among two to ten year old children in rural Mali [34]. Presently, the time frame that is a risk of
a subsequent symptomatic malaria following an asymptomatic infection in the first year of life
is unknown. Although we did not focus on modelling the risk of symptomatic malaria, the
results suggest that after birth, asymptomatic microscopic infection occurred first before
symptomatic malaria, possibly due to the protective effects of sickle cell, G6PD deficiency and/
or passively transferred maternal antibodies [35, 36]. Follow-up studies are recommended, to
examine the risk factors of these temporal infection profiles.
Consistent with the classic age distribution of infections in infants [12, 37, 38], we observed
frequent asymptomatic microscopic infections between birth and five months of age and
increased asymptomatic microscopic infections and symptomatic malaria from six to twelve
months of age in the entire cohort and the groups of infants. Also, two or more discrete infections were more common than one and, as infants aged, the number of times they were
infected increased in all groups. However, the rising number of infections with age were
among fewer infants in all groups. These observations support the notion that in infancy, there
are mechanisms that reduce the risk of symptoms [5, 18]. Furthermore, the possibility that the
groups of infants have different underlying mechanisms (including host genetics, bed-net
usage, exposure to maternal antibodies or parasite parameters) that reduce the risk of symptoms cannot be ruled out, as there were significant differences in the cumulative incidence of
infection, parasite density and age at first infection. Additional studies focusing on the effects
of exposure may be useful.
The frequency of the asexual stages of P. falciparum (96%), P. malariae (2%) and P. ovale
(1.4%) was similar to that observed in other malaria endemic areas of Africa [39]. The sexual
stage was of relatively low frequency (1.6%) and is consistent with observed frequencies in
other endemic areas [40, 41].
Generally, studies in malaria endemic areas detect low parasite density in both asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria in infants below six months of age [9, 13]. Similarly,
the parasite density below six months of age (where infections were mostly asymptomatic) was
significantly lower than above six months of age, when all the microscopy positivity, irrespective of the profiling, were assessed. In addition, the parasite density from one to six months of
age was highest in the only-symptomatic group; and throughout the entire year was significantly higher during the symptomatic periods, compared to the asymptomatic, within the
alternating group. These observations suggest that low parasite densities may be protective
against symptoms or that symptoms manifest due to the presence of additional factors (eg. placental malaria), as Sylvester and others have postulated [24].
In this birth cohort study, we had access to a large set of microscopy data, including the parasite density, among infants living in a high transmission area. We did not assess the substantial proportion of submicroscopic infections (may be symptomatic or asymptomatic) that can
be detected using more sensitive molecular tools such as PCR [5, 42]. We described only the
microscopic infections considering the design of the birth cohort study, the capacity and practicality of testing a large sample size (19,231 samples in 1819 infants) and the WHO recommendation to use the available parasitological test to confirm an infection and to state the
definitions that were applied [29].
Despite its limited sensitivity compared to PCR, it is worth noting that microscopy has
been extensively used to learn about the etiology, epidemiology and dynamics of malaria; it is
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considered a gold standard and is a more helpful method for detecting and managing clinical
cases as described in the WHO malaria management guidelines [1, 43]. Standard definitions
for asymptomatic infections are lacking and current research suggests that the asymptomatic
reservoir is composed of microscopic and submicroscopic components [44–46]. The microscopic, compared to the submicroscopic component, is frequent in high malaria transmission
settings compared to the low [4, 47, 48]. However, compared to the microscopic, there is an
anticipated likelihood that the number of PCR detected submicroscopic infections may be frequent in this cohort [49]. Nevertheless, PCR may also overestimate infection rates in longitudinal cohorts that detect and treat symptomatic malaria, as PCR positivity could persist for
weeks even after successful clearance of parasites with antimalarials [48, 50].
The sampling interval is important for monitoring the incidence of asymptomatic carriage
and our study is one of few studies that have sampled young children monthly and even provided additional samples during ill-visits which occurred in-between the monthly sampling
[51–53]. Typically, asymptomatic infections persist compared to being transient in infants
[12]. Given the frequency of sampling in this study, we anticipate a reduced likelihood of missing the transient asymptomatic microscopic infections. Notwithstanding, the inability to identify submicroscopic infections may have influenced the allocation of individuals to the
different groups, so it is important to restrict interpretations to microscopy.
In view of these limitations and strengths, it may be necessary to agree unanimously on definitions which consider sampling intervals for various malaria exposure groups and transmission settings, to reduce the under-reporting of asymptomatic infections. Further, intervention
studies aimed at reducing malaria transmission may need to ascertain the entire burden of
asymptomatic infections, including those that are submicroscopic, for optimal impact. In summary, this study’s limitation lies primarily in the use of microscopy detection methods, while
the strength lies in the frequency of sampling and the analyses of a large number of monthly
samples over the first twelve months of life.
Given the observed complex heterogeneity of microscopic infection patterns during
infancy, studies based on single/few cross-sectional samples may briefly capture the effects of
malaria exposure and consequently restrict the understanding of susceptibility and immunity
to malaria in infancy. Grouping infants on the bases of their temporal malaria infections may
help to better understand the immunological mechanisms of protection against malaria. The
results potentially open up new opportunities for the improved analyses of host (genetic and
immunological) and external determinants (behavioral and parasite parameters), which can
guide future studies designed to control and eliminate malaria in endemic areas.
In conclusion, within the same transmission area, we detected by microscopy groups of infants
that remained either parasite-free or with only asymptomatic infections or symptomatic malaria
alone, or that intermittently alternated between asymptomatic infections and symptomatic
malaria, through their first year life. These groups of infants were significantly different per their
malaria parasite density and age at microscopy positivity. In-depth investigations involving the
submicroscopic reservoir, to identify the underlying determinants of the variation between the
groups of infants, can contribute to the understanding of malaria susceptibility during infancy.
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Abstract
Background: Understanding why some infants tolerate infections, remaining asymptomatic while others succumb
to repeated symptomatic malaria is beneficial for studies of naturally acquired immunity and can guide control inter‑
ventions. This study compared demographic, host and maternal factors associated with being either parasite negative
or having asymptomatic infections versus developing symptomatic malaria in the first year of life.
Methods: A birth cohort (n = 1264) was monitored longitudinally over two years for malaria infections in Kintampo,
Ghana. Symptomatic and asymptomatic infections were detected actively through monthly home visits, comple‑
mented by passive case detection. Light microscopy was used to detect parasitaemia. Based on data from a minimum
of eight monthly visits within the first year of life, infants were classified into one of four groups: “parasite negative”,
“only-asymptomatic”, “only-symptomatic” or “alternating” i.e., sometimes symptomatic and other times asymptomatic.
The host and maternal characteristics and demographic factors in relation to these four groups were compared.
Results: The parasite negative group formed 36% of the cohort, whilst the only-symptomatic were 35%. The alternat‑
ing group were 22% and the only-asymptomatic were 7% of the cohort. There were significant associations between
residence, socio-economic status (SES), parity, IPTp doses, delivery place of infant and having or not having malaria
parasites. Maternal factors such as early commencement and frequency of ante-natal care (ANC) were significantly
higher in the parasite negative group compared to all others. ITN use in pregnancy increased the odds of infant hav‑
ing only asymptomatic infections (“protected against disease”). Placental malaria was more common in the groups of
infants with symptomatic malaria. Urban residence was significantly higher in the parasite negative group, while birth
in the malaria transmission season were significantly more common in the alternating and parasite negative groups.
Risk factors for infants with symptomatic malaria included low SES, birth in private maternity homes, sickle cell normal
variant, lower MUAC, reported intake of anti-malarials and increased morbidity before the first microscopic infection
was detected.
Conclusion: Strengthening ANC by encouraging early and regular attendance, the use of IPTp, maternal bed nets
and improving the nourishment of infants help reduce the frequency of symptomatic malaria over the first year of life.
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Background
Malaria is still a disease of public health concern, with
high morbidity and mortality predominantly in children
under the age of five [1]. Morbidity in children is often
accompanied by signs and symptoms that range from
mild to severe [2, 3]. However, infections can also be
asymptomatic [4–7]. Although infants have a low risk of
symptomatic malaria and frequent asymptomatic infections [5, 6], the risk factors associated with these diverse
outcomes have not been studied in detail [8].
Fetal haemoglobin, maternal IgG antibodies, lactoferrin
and secretory IgA in breast milk have all been reported to
be associated with a lower risk of symptomatic malaria
in infancy [9–12]. However, these factors are often studied separately in young infants below 6 months [8–10,
12]. Older infants from 6 to 12 months are usually studied alongside children under the age of five [7, 13, 14].
Thus, only a few studies focus on the full range of infancy,
i.e., from birth up to 12 months of age, or have sufficient
power to examine risk factors for symptomatic malaria
[11, 15–17]. Additionally, only a handful of maternal or
extrinsic factors are routinely assessed [8, 13, 15–20].
Consequently, factors that predispose infants born in
malaria endemic settings to being either parasite negative
or asymptomatic versus developing symptomatic malaria
throughout the first year of life are not well understood.
Overcoming misclassification bias in longitudinal studies in malaria endemic areas is challenging because ascertainment of the timing and frequency of exposure (for
example to infectious mosquito bites) cannot be obtained
without repeated sampling; this is particularly difficult
in studies involving infants and young children. Consequently, individuals classified together as “immune” to
symptomatic malaria are typically either not yet exposed
to mosquito bites, and thus their malaria status unclear,
or asymptomatically infected, or genuinely immune i.e.,
clear infections without treatment [21, 22]. As a result
of these potential misclassifications, the true burden of
asymptomatic malaria is often underestimated, compounded further by the sensitivity of parasite detection
methods [23, 24], which could overall confound the analysis of risk factors.
Ghana is currently considered by the World Health
Organization (WHO) as one of eleven countries globally with the highest malaria burden [1]. Understanding the risk factors that predispose infants to remaining
parasite negative or asymptomatic versus developing
symptomatic malaria could complement malaria control
efforts. Thus, the risk of developing malaria, diagnosed
by light microscopy, among infants born to mothers in
a high transmission area of Ghana was assessed, and it
was observed that the incidence of all episodes of parasitaemia and clinical malaria were lowest among infants
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born to primigravida mothers who were negative for
placental malaria [25]. Following analyses of the malaria
infection profiles during the entire first year of life, a large
proportion of infants were consistently parasite negative
[26]. Of the infants with detectable parasitaemia, by light
microscopy, a small proportion developed only asymptomatic infections which spontaneously cleared without
treatment (designated “only-asymptomatic”). Significantly larger proportions developed either symptomatic
malaria (designated “only-symptomatic”) or a mixture
of both asymptomatic and symptomatic infections (designated “alternating”) [26]. An extension of these studies
with a detailed comparison of the risk factors influencing susceptibility to symptomatic malaria using these
four groups is presented here. In this study, a wide range
of host, demographic and maternal factors and parasite
parameters associated with being either asymptomatic or
parasite negative (potentially immune) versus developing
either symptomatic or alternating malaria (susceptible
to disease) through the entire first year of life has been
examined.

Methods
Study location and design

This study was carried out in the Kintampo North
Municipality (KNM) and Kintampo South Districts
(KSD) in the Bono East Region of Ghana. The study area
covers 7162 square kilometres of land. Malaria transmission is perennial in the study area, rising from April to
October [27, 28]. At the time of the study, the municipality and districts consisted of 156 villages with a resident
population of approximately 1,34,970 people [29].
A birth cohort study involving pregnant women and
their infants was conducted between November 2008
and January 2011 in KNM and KSD [25]. The cohort consisted of 1854 infants who were followed up in monthly
scheduled home visits and unscheduled clinic visits for
blood and clinical assessments [26]. The follow up ended
at 12 months of age, or when the infant exited the study
due to migration, death, voluntary withdrawal, or ending
of the study [26].
Sampling and data collection

At delivery, placental tissues and cord blood samples
were collected in addition to recording the birth weight
of the newborns as previously described [27]. Each child
was visited in a monthly follow up at home by trained
field staff who completed standard questionnaires documenting demographics, malaria-related parameters and
previous illnesses of the ‘index’ infant. The care-givers
were encouraged to bring the infant to the study clinic
for health assessments, blood sampling and to complete a
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standard questionnaire, if the infant became unwell anytime between the home visits.
Blood samples drawn from infants during home and
clinic visits were used to prepare Giemsa-stained thin
and thick blood films that were examined for malaria
parasites using light microscopy. Filter paper (FTA®)
blood-spots were collected on all visits. Sickle cell variants (HbASC) and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
(G6PD) deficiency amongst the first 900 infants recruited
into the birth cohort study were analysed by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) and restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (RFLP) based methods [28, 29]. Details
of enrollment and sample collection from mothers have
been previously described [30, 31].
Longitudinal profiles of asymptomatic infections
and symptomatic malaria

The longitudinal profiles of asymptomatic infections and
symptomatic malaria in the first year of life have been
recently reported [26]. Briefly, symptomatic malaria
was adapted from the WHO and defined as a microscopy positive reading together with a history of reported
fever or elevated temperature (determined as ≥ 37.5 °C)
and illnesses/symptoms (such as vomiting, chills, fever,
diarrhoea, cough, difficulty breathing, blood in urine or
inability to suckle, drink or eat) within the past 48 h or
subsequent seven days after parasite detection during
either the scheduled home or unscheduled clinical visit
[1, 32]. Asymptomatic infections were defined as parasite
positive by microscopy at the monthly scheduled home
visits with temperature < 37.5 °C and neither reported
fever, illnesses nor unscheduled clinical visits in the preceding 48 h or subsequent seven days after detecting parasites [27].
From birth to twelve months of age, 1264 infants had
eight or more of the monthly scheduled home visits and
they were categorized into four main groups as previously described [27]. Briefly, infants who did not have
malaria parasites detected throughout follow up visits
were designated “parasite negative”. Infants who were
asymptomatic when malaria parasites were detected on
any scheduled home visits were assigned “only-asymptomatic” status. Infants who had symptomatic malaria on
any occasion when parasites were detected were assigned
“only-symptomatic” status, while those who had both
asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria intermittently were assigned an “alternating” status [27].
Statistical analyses

Chi square and Fisher’s exact tests were used to determine the association between malaria related parameters
before and at first infection. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression models were used to compare risk
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factors of parasitemia between and within the groups of
infants. Generalized estimating equations with robust
standard errors were used to obtain population-averaged
estimates and to address correlations present in the data
[33].
To identify the determinants of anti-disease immunity
in exposed infants, the only-asymptomatic group were
considered potentially immune to malaria following
infection, and those in the only-symptomatic and alternating groups were combined and considered susceptible
to malaria. The characteristics of the potentially immune
and susceptible groups were described with regards to
demographic, host and maternal-related factors. The differences in the distribution of exposure variables were
examined: gender, birth weight, transmission season at
birth, sickle cell status, G6PD phenotypes, gestational
age, anti-malarial use before the first diagnosed infection,
mid-upper arm circumference (MUAC) at first infection,
insecticide treated bed net (ITN) use by infant, residence,
place of delivery of infant, socio-economic status (SES),
ITN usage by mother during pregnancy, age of mother,
placental malaria, gravidity, doses/directly observed therapy of intermittent preventive treatment during pregnancy (IPTp), number of ante-natal care (ANC) visits and
number of tetanus immunizations received by mother
during pregnancy.
For each group, a univariate model was first fitted to
exposure variables, thereafter, significant predictors were
included in multivariate analyses. Confounders included
in the modelling were placental malaria, residence, ITN
use by mother during pregnancy, socio-economic status
(SES) and anti-malarial use before a first detected infection. SES was estimated using principal component analyses. The time to first infection was assessed per group
using Kaplan–Meier curves, and to identify the effects
of haemoglobinopathies. The second child of every twin
birth was excluded to prevent clustering effects. Estimates with p-values < 0.05 were considered statistically
significant. Data were analysed using Stata Version 14
(STATA Corporation, College Station, TX).

Results
Characteristics of the cohort

The dynamics of infections, and parasite densities have
been previously described in more detail for the cohort
[26]. Briefly, among the 1264 infants, 459 (36%) were
repeatedly “parasite negative”, 87 (7%) were “only-asymptomatic”, 444 (35%) were “only-symptomatic” and 274
(22%) had both asymptomatic and symptomatic infections intermittently and referred to as the “alternating”
group (Fig. 1). Infants in the alternating group had a
higher total number and cumulative incidence of infection and were younger at their first infection compared to
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1855 infants were enrolled in study
36 infants were second of twin
145 infants were missing microscopy records
379 infants had less than eight monthly visits
1264 infants had at least 8 monthly
visits and were included in the analyses

459 infants were always
parasite negative in first year
of life

19 infants carried only P. malariae
12 infants carried only P. ovale

805 infants had P. falciparum infections detected by
microscopy at least once in first year of life

87 infants had only
asymptomatic infections
(Only-asymptomatic)

444 infants had
only symptomatic
malaria
(Only-symptomatic)

274 infants had both
asymptomatic
infections and
symptomatic malaria

Fig. 1 Groups of infants studied. The flow chart shows how the groups of infants examined in this study were obtained from the birth cohort

the other groups of infants having malaria parasites. The
parasite densities were lowest for the only-asymptomatic
group and highest for the only-symptomatic group [26].
Differences in host, maternal and parasite parameters
between the four groups of infants

Examination of infants before their first infection showed
that among those having malaria parasites, the onlyasymptomatic group had fewer reports of past fevers,
less elevated temperature and illnesses, compared to the
only-symptomatic or alternating groups (Table 1).
There were significant differences in past fevers, elevated temperature and illnesses when the only-asymptomatic and only-symptomatic were compared, but not
when the only-asymptomatic and alternating infants
were compared (Table 1). Caregivers reported lower
intake of anti-malarials before the first diagnosed infection for infants in the only-asymptomatic group (3%)
compared to the alternating (23%) or only-symptomatic
group (63%) (p < 0.001) (Table 1). The parasite negative
group had the highest residency in urban areas (28%)
(p < 0.001) while among infants with malaria parasites
the only-asymptomatic group had the highest residency in urban areas (p < 0.001) (Additional file 1). The

distribution of other factors including SES, ANC visits,
placental malaria, place of birth, frequency of tetanus
immunizations and IPTp doses were significantly dissimilar between the parasite negative versus any other
infant group (Additional files 1, 2).
Immune (only‑asymptomatic) versus susceptible
(alternating and only‑symptomatic)

Fevers and illnesses before the first detected infection
were significantly lower in the only-asymptomatic group
compared to the susceptible group. Anti-malarial use
before the first detected infection was also lower in the
immune group (3%) compared to the susceptible group
(47.8%) (p < 0.001) (Table 2). There was a significant association between SES, placental malaria, ITN usage during
pregnancy or IPTp usage and having only-asymptomatic
infections or being susceptible to malaria (Table 2).
While few infants in the only-asymptomatic group were
in poor, poorer and most poor (low SES) households,
more infants in the susceptible group were in the low SES
households (p < 0.001) (Table 2). The proportion of mothers who did not have placental malaria within the onlyasymptomatic group was higher (67%) than within the
susceptible group (61%) and chronic placental malaria
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Table 1 Malaria related parameters before and at first infection
Characteristic

Level

Clinical visits
before the first
infection

Yes

86 (98.9)

444 (100)

271 (98.9)

No

1 (1.1)

0 (0.0)

3 (1.1)

Reported fevera
before the first
infection

Onlysymptomatic
n = 444
n (%)

Alternating
n = 274
n (%)

Yesa

38 (43.7)

281 (63.3)

118 (43.1)

No

49 (56.3)

163 (36.7)

156 (56.9)

Elevatedb tem‑
Yesb
perature before No
the first infection
Illness before first
infection

Onlyasymptomatic
n = 87
n (%)

12 (13.8)

117 (26.4)

39 (14.2)

75 (86.2)

327 (73.6)

235 (85.8)

Yes

34 (39.1)

308 (69.4)

126 (46.0)

No

53 (60.9)

136 (30.6)

148 (54.0)

Anti-malarial use
before the first
infection

Yes

3 (3.4)

279 (62.8)

64 (23.4)

No

84 (96.6)

165 (37.2)

210 (76.6)

MUAC (cm) at first
infection

Median (IQR)

14.2 (13.2, 15.3)

14.3 (13.5, 15.0)

14.0 (13.2, 15.0)

a

Fever is reported in past 48 h by mother on clinical visits

b

Elevated temperature is measured temperature above 37.5 °C on the day of home or clinical visit

Overall p-value

Onlyasymptomatic
vs onlysymptomatic
p-value

Onlyasymptomatic
vs alternating
p-value

0.043

0.164

0.670

< 0.001

0.001

0.920

< 0.001

0.013

0.918

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.259

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.040

0.849

0.217

MUAC = mid-upper arm circumference (measure for assessing malnutrition)

was absent in the only-asymptomatic group (p = 0.010)
(Table 2).
ITN use during pregnancy was higher among mothers of the only-asymptomatic group (61.2%) compared
to usage by mothers of the susceptible group (48.9%)
(p = 0.028); and fewer mothers of the only-asymptomatic
group received IPTp DOTs (90%) compared to the susceptible group (96%) (p = 0.024) (Table 2). After adjusting
for placental malaria, SES, ITN usage during pregnancy
and residence, and compared to infants from least poor
(highest SES) households, those from most poor (lowest
SES) households had reduced odds (adjusted OR 0.21,
95% CI 0.09–0.46; p < 0.001) of having only-asymptomatic infections (Fig. 2). Compared to infants whose
mothers did not use ITN during pregnancy, those whose
mothers used ITN had an increased odds (adjusted OR
1.62, 95% CI 1.01–2.58; p = 0.044) of having only-asymptomatic infections (‘immune to disease’) (Fig. 2).
Parasite negative versus parasite positive

The only-asymptomatic, only-symptomatic and alternating groups were combined as a single group of infants
with parasite infections and compared with the parasite
negative group. Significant associations between residence, SES, parity, IPTp doses or the place of delivery of
infant and having or not having parasites were observed
(Additional file 3). Fewer infants within the parasite negative group (10%) were resident in rural areas compared

to the positive group (28%) (p < 0.001) (Additional file 3).
While few infants in the parasite negative group had low
SES, more infants in the parasite positive group had low
SES (p < 0.001). The proportion of primigravid within the
parasite negative was more (19%) compared to the primigravid in the parasite positive group (17%) (p = 0.024).
More pregnant women received three IPTp doses in the
parasite negative group (61%) compared to the parasite
positive group (58%) (p = 0.004), and more infants of the
parasite negative group (70%) compared to the parasite
positive group (58%) were delivered in a health facility
(p = 0.001) (Additional file 3).
Risk of having a specific profile of infection

Compared to the only-asymptomatic group, the risk of
having an infection was lower for the only-symptomatic
group (adjusted OR 0.77, 95% CI 0.62–0.96; p = 0.019)
than the alternating group (adjusted OR 2.21, 95% CI
1.80–2.72; p < 0.001) (Table 3).
In the only-asymptomatic group, infants from low SES
households had an increased risk of infection compared
to those from the highest SES households (Table 4). In
the only-symptomatic group, infants with higher MUAC
had a reduced risk of symptomatic malaria (adjusted OR
0.98, 95% CI 0.97–0.99; p = 0.005), while infants from low
SES households compared to those from the highest SES
households had increased risk of infection (Table 4). The
factors which reduced the risk of alternating between
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Table 2 Distribution of significant factors in immune versus susceptible infants
Characteristic

Level

Only-asymptomatic
n = 87
n (%)

Only-symptomatic and
alternating
n = 718
n (%)

Reported fever before first infection

Yes

38 (43.7)

399 (55.6)

No

49 (56.3)

319 (44.4)

Yes

34 (39.1)

434 (60.4)

No

53 (60.9)

284 (39.6)

Yes

3 (3.4)

343 (47.8)

No

84 (96.6)

375 (52.2)

Least poor

20 (23.0)

68 (9.5)

Less poor

19 (21.8)

124 (17.3)

Illness before first infection
Anti-malarial use before first infection
Socio-economic status

IPTp, DOTs
Overall ITN use during pregnancy
ITN use during pregnancy in rural areas
Placental malaria overall

Placental malaria in rural areas

Poor

20 (23.0)

160 (22.3)

Poorer

17 (19.5)

167 (23.3)

Most poor

11 (12.6)

199 (27.7)

Yes

73 (90.1)

660 (95.8)

No

8 (9.9)

29 (4.2)

Yes

52 (61.2)

345 (48.6)

No

33 (38.8)

365 (51.4)

Yes

43 (59.7)

299 (46.6)

No

29 (40.3)

342 (53.4)

Negative

58 (66.7)

436 (60.7)

Past

23 (26.4)

227 (31.6)

Chronic

0 (0.0)

38 (5.3)

Acute

6 (6.9)

17 (2.4)

Negative

51 (68.9)

398 (61.4)

Past

18 (24.3)

199 (30.7)

Chronic

0 (0.0)

35 (5.4)

Acute

5 (6.8)

16 (2.5)

p-value

0.035
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

0.024
0.028
0.035
0.010

0.021

The bold emphasis of p-values indicate significant differences in exposure variables in relation to the outcomes which were compared
IPTp = intermittent preventive treatment during pregnancy; DOTs = directly observed therapy; ITN = insecticide treated bed net

asymptomatic infections and symptomatic malaria were
urban residence compared to rural (adjusted OR 0.76,
95% CI 0.60–0.96; p = 0.022) and higher MUAC (adjusted
OR 0.98, 95% CI 0.97–0.99; p < 0.001). The age of mother
somewhat increased the risk of infection for infants in
the alternating group (adjusted OR 1.01, 95% CI 1.00–
1.03; p = 0.047) (Table 4). Similar to the other groups of
infants having malaria parasites, low socio-economic status compared to the highest increased the risk of infections for infants in the alternating group (Table 4).
Association between infections and haemoglobinopathies

Among infants in all three infection groups namely: onlyasymptomatic, only-symptomatic and the alternating, the
survival curves for infants with normal red blood cells,
compared to those with sickle cell trait or disease were
similar prior to three months of age (Additional file 4a–
c). In the alternating group, the risk of first malaria infection was significantly higher among infants with normal

red blood cells compared to those with sickle cell trait
or disease (HR: 1.52, 95% CI 1.04–2.21, p value = 0.029)
(Additional file 4a). The risk of first malaria infection
were similar when comparing infants with G6PD deficiency to infants with the normal enzyme in all the
groups of infants with parasites (Additional file 5a–c).

Discussion
A longitudinally monitored birth cohort was used for
detailed analyses of the host, demographic and maternal
factors associated with having only asymptomatic infections or being parasite negative versus having symptomatic malaria, throughout the first year of life in a high
malaria transmission setting in Ghana. Compared to having “only-asymptomatic” status, infants were twice more
likely to have an “alternating” status and somewhat less
likely to have “only-symptomatic” status through the first
year of life.
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ITN non users vs. users

less poor vs. least poor

poor vs. least poor

more poor vs. least poor

very poor vs. least poor

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Odds ratio*
Fig. 2 Factors significantly affecting the risk of immune compared to being susceptible to malaria. Increased probability of infants having only
asymptomatic infections (immune) if mother used ITN during pregnancy relative to ITN non-use (as reference = 1); and decreasing probability
of being immune to disease as socioeconomic status (SES) decreases, with least poor as reference. *Adjusted for ITN use, socioeconomic status,
residence and placental malaria

Table 3 Relative risk of only-symptomatic or alternating pattern in the first year of life
Malaria profile

Crude OR (95% CI)

p-value

*Adjusted OR (95% CI)

p-value

Only-asymptomatic

1

Only-symptomatic

0.79 (0.64–0.96)

0.019

0.77 (0.62–0.96)

0.019

Alternating

2.33 (1.89–2.86)

< 0.001

2.21 (1.80–2.72)

< 0.001

*

1

= Adjusted for residence, ITN use, anti-malarial use before a first infection, socioeconomic status and placental malaria

Regular ANC attendance, where education on safe
pregnancy practices is also provided, may have improved
mothers’ personal malaria prevention strategies, as mothers of the infants who were parasite negative attended
ANC more frequently and ANC attendance was protective against symptomatic malaria. A similar observation
has been made in Uganda, East Africa, where maternal
sensitization on malaria prevention was associated with
a reduced odds of infection in infants [34]. Additionally,

in this study, mothers of the infants who were parasite
negative started ANC earlier and received more doses
of tetanus immunizations compared to the other groups
of infants. Further, ITN use during pregnancy was associated with infant being parasite negative or having only
asymptomatic infections in the first year of life.
Placental malaria was not a risk of being in any of the
parasite positive groups. Nevertheless, while the infants
within the only-symptomatic group had the highest

0.59 (0.42–0.82)

Urban

0.98 (0.87–1.11)

ANCd visits
0.735

0.062

0.273

0.347

–

–

–

0.93 (0.64–1.36)

1

–

–

–

0.701

1

0.96 (0.93–1.00) 0.030

1.00 (1.00–1.01) 0.363

0.98 (0.97–0.99) 0.004

0.92 (0.80–1.05) 0.217

1

0.98 (0.96–1.00)

–

0.98 (0.97–0.99)

1.00 (0.87–1.16)

1

1.42 (1.09–1.85)

1.22 (0.93–1.59)

1.32 (1.03–1.70)

0.97 (0.75–1.24)

1

1.03 (0.90–1.17)

1

1.00 (0.87–1.13)

1

0.95 (0.72–1.26)

*Adjusted for residence, ITN use, antimalarial usage before first infection, SES, placental malaria, and gestation

ITN insecticide treated bed-net; SES socio-economic status; MUAC mid-upper arm circumference; ANC antenatal care

The bold emphasis of p-values indicate significant differences in exposure variables in relation to the outcomes which were compared

0.99 (0.98–1.01)

1.03 (1.00–1.06)

0.82 (0.54–1.24)

Yes

Age of mother

1

No

0.029 1.32 (1.02–1.69) 0.032
< 0.001 1.52 (1.19–1.94) 0.001

0.019 1.64 (1.05–2.54)

1.64 (1.08–2.47)

1.03 (0.81–1.32) 0.795

1

1.04 (0.91–1.19) 0.540

1

1.04 (0.91–1.19) 0.540

1

Most poor 2.96 (1.64–5.37) < 0.001 2.98 (1.67–5.34)

0.527

1
0.92 (0.74–1.16) 0.499

p-value *AdjustedOR
(95% CI)

0.022 1.37 (1.07–1.75) 0.011

Poorer

1.12 (0.78–1.61)

0.797

0.969

0.610

0.193

p-value OR (95% CI)

Only-symptomatic infection

0.015 1.83 (1.09–3.05)

1.05 (0.74–1.49)

1.83 (1.12–2.99)

Less poor

Poor

1

1.01 (0.65–1.56)

1

Least poor 1

1.06 (0.70–1.61)

0.789

0.91 (0.62–1.33)

0.91 (0.63–1.34)

1

1
0.645

0.001 0.81 (0.59–1.11)

1

p-value *AdjustedOR
(95%CI)

1

MUACc

Anti-malarial
use before
infection

SESb

Positive

Placental malaria Negative

ITNa usage by
Yes
mother during No
pregnancy

1

Rural

Residence

OR (95% CI)

Only-asymptomatic infection

Category

Variable

Table 4 Risk of infection within the group of infants

0.103

–

0.005

0.992

0.009

0.152

0.029

0.784

0.698

0.927

0.731

1.19 (0.91–1.56)

1

1.06 (0.89–1.25)

1

0.93 (0.79–1.09)

1

0.97 (0.93–1.01)

1.01 (1.00–1.02)

0.155

–

–

0.047

0.193
< 0.001

1.13 (0.94–1.35)

0.011

0.052

0.044

0.210

0.510

0.361

0.022

p-value

0.046 1.01 (1.00–1.03)

0.591

0.004 1.41 (1.08–1.84)

0.052 1.31 (1.00–1.72)

0.028 1.31 (1.01–1.71)

0.298

0.724

0.612

1

0.011 0.76 (0.60–0.96)

1

p-value *AdjustedOR
(95%CI)

0.98 (0.97–0.99) < 0.001 0.98 (0.97–0.99)

1.05 (0.88–1.25)

1

1.47 (1.13–1.91)

1.31 (1.00–1.73)

1.36 (1.03–1.80)

1.16 (0.88–1.52)

1

0.97 (0.83–1.14)

1

0.96 (0.82–1.12)

1

0.77 (0.63–0.94)

1

p-value OR (95% CI)

Alternating
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proportion of mothers with a past placental malaria,
those in the alternating group had the highest proportion of mothers with chronic placental malaria; and the
parasite negative and only-asymptomatic groups had
the highest proportion of mothers without placental
malaria and lowest proportion of mothers with chronic
placental malaria. Some studies have showed that the
infants born to mothers with placental malaria are less
protected against malaria [16, 35], or that compared to
infants with passively transferred maternal IgG, those
without have a reduce risk of symptomatic malaria
[18, 19, 36], but others did not show such associations
[5, 8, 15]. Studies focused on maternal antibodies and
malaria susceptibility during infancy may achieve consistency by stratifying according to how infections are
presented longitudinally among infants.
The delivery place of an infant may have important
implications for malaria control, as most infants born
in private maternity homes belonged to the susceptible groups and majority of those born in a public/stateowned health facility were in the parasite negative and
only-asymptomatic groups. Further, infants in the parasite negative group had a high SES and a mother aged
above 20 years who received three doses of SP IPTp and
with a maximum of two other children. Older mothers with a higher SES, fewer children and more compliant with IPTp are probably better able to care for
themselves and their children. Similar to these findings,
maternal wealth has been shown to reduce parasitaemia [34, 37]. On the contrary, no significant association
between IPTp use and risk of malaria during infancy has
been shown [38]. Multiple longitudinal studies in different malaria transmission settings which demonstrate that
the combined interactions between IPTp usage, delivery
place, maternal age, parity and placental malaria have
effects during infancy may be relevant to malaria control
strategies.
Host characteristics were similar between the parasite negative and only-asymptomatic groups, as well as
between the alternating and only-symptomatic groups,
and thus the latter groups (alternating and only-symptomatic) were considered as a single susceptible group and
compared to the only-asymptomatic group in some analyses. This decision was also based on the fact that parasites were detected only by light microscopy. Given the
limited sensitivity of light microscopy compared to polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based detection [39], it was
expected that some of the infants classified as parasite
negative may harbour parasites below the detection limit
of microscopy. Thus, the analyses highlighting the differences between the only-asymptomatic and the groups
susceptible to symptomatic malaria are considered
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optimal based on the current WHO gold standard
(microscopy) of malaria diagnoses globally [1].
Within the groups of infants having parasites, low SES
increased risk of infection, while increasing MUAC (a
marker of nourishment) and urban residence reduced
the risk. Further, among the only-symptomatic group,
higher morbidity (more reported fevers, elevated temperature and illnesses) and more reported (by caregivers) intake of anti-malarials by infant before the first
detectable infection was observed. Additionally, the
only-symptomatic group had higher residence in rural
areas compared to the parasite negative or only-asymptomatic groups. These findings support other reports
which show that symptomatic malaria in infants tend to
flourish where there is poverty and interventions which
focus on improving SES or reducing infant morbidities
could positively impact control efforts [34, 40]. Nonetheless, the frequency of morbidities before the first detectable microscopic infection was significantly low and may
be an indicator of being less susceptible to symptomatic
malaria during the first months of life.
In the groups of infants having parasites, the protective
effects of sickle cell trait were observed beginning from
three months of age, where maternal antibodies begin to
wane [41], thus leading to increased infections [4]. Infants
having the alternating sequence pattern of infection and
sickle cell trait or disease had their first infections latter
than their counterparts with normal red blood cells, thus
supporting the observation that the presence of sickle cell
trait protects against or delays the onset of symptomatic
malaria [42–44]. The results also showed that the time to
a first infection was similar between infants with G6PD
deficiency trait and those with the normal enzyme in all
groups. A protective association between G6PD deficiency and malaria through the first year of life may be
easier to detect in studies which focus on sex-linkage or
malaria-severity [45].
Regarding demographic factors, Apinjoh et al. [17]
showed that infants born in the dry (low) malaria transmission season are protected while those born in the wet
(high) malaria transmission season are more susceptible
to malaria. Similarly, in this study infants who were in
only-asymptomatic group (immune protection against
disease) were mostly born in the low transmission season while those with the alternating sequence pattern of
infection were mostly born in the high malaria transmission season. Nevertheless, when immunity (protection
against parasites) is perceived as being parasite negative,
an opposite observation with births occurring more frequently during the high (versus low) malaria transmission
season in the parasite negative group is made. The infants
in the parasite negative group were more likely to live in
urban areas and had the highest socio-economic status
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(SES), suggesting that despite birth in a high malaria
transmission season, exposure to mosquitoes may be less
and consequently malaria parasites may be absent, if the
infant is resident in an urban area and lives in a high SES
household.
By restricting the analyses to those with at least eight
samples, a selection bias towards mothers/infants that
better complied to the monthly follow ups, which could
have influenced the selection and number of infants
examined per group in this study was contemplated.
Nevertheless, the sample size analysed (1264 infants)
provided sufficient statistical power to detect an effect
and, the interpretations in this study are relevant in the
context of the WHO’s gold standard (light microscopy)
for the diagnosis of malaria globally [1]. In addition to the
impracticability of examining by molecular methods all
the monthly parasite positive and negative samples from
1264 infants, another potentially important limitation
is the lack of data on the HIV status of infants involved
in this longitudinal cohort analyses. However, this limitation may not have significantly affected the study outcomes because the HIV incidence of all ages in 2010 was
low (1.3 new cases/1000 individuals; CI 1.1–1.6) while
1300 (CI 1000–1700) new HIV infections were averted
due to preventive mother to child transmission strategies
in Ghana [46]. Although the analyses of samples were
not made using molecular methods, the strength of this
study lies in the power of cohort, the detailed analyses of
multiple host, demographic and maternal factors, the frequency of scheduled sampling and the duration of monitoring over the entire first year of life.

Conclusions
Of all the potential risk factors assessed, poor socio-economic status and maternal ANC attendance, ITN and
IPTp use were most consistently associated with symptomatic malaria. Importantly, although raising socio-economic status is arguably a longer-term endeavour, simple
measures such as encouraging maternal ANC attendance,
ITN and IPTp use have significantly positive impact on
infant outcomes not only at birth, but throughout the
first year of life. This study supports the continued implementation of these malaria control measures.
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Abstract

1

Malaria contributes to high morbidity and mortality rates among children in high
transmission areas of sub-Saharan Africa, yet some infections do not manifest with symptoms
and can persist in an asymptomatic state. The trends in asymptomatic infections in infants is
not well described. The aim of the study was to determine the extent of submicroscopic P.
falciparum infections in microscopy-defined longitudinal sequence patterns of infection in
the first year of life. The infants lived in Kintampo, a high malaria transmission area of
Ghana and were followed up monthly from birth to twelve months of age. Finger-prick blood
were collected at the monthly scheduled home visits and during hospital visits due to the
child showing signs of illness. The samples were examined for malaria parasites by light
microscopy and real-time PCR (qPCR). Analysis by qPCR increased substantially the
detection of both asymptomatic and symptomatic P. falciparum infections. Infants with
microscopy-confirmed symptomatic malaria had frequent asymptomatic submicroscopic
infections at other visits. Our findings indicate a substantial proportion of undiagnosed both
asymptomatic and symptomatic infections through the first year of life, a phenomenon that
can potentially impact the estimation of the efficacy of interventions targeting malaria
elimination. Strategies to reduce the burden of malaria in infants should be steered towards an
in-depth understanding of the key drivers of submicroscopic infections.
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Introduction
Malaria control efforts have led to a decline in cases and deaths from the year 2000 to 2019,
with 1.5 billion malaria cases and 7.6 million deaths averted [1]. Nonetheless, malaria
morbidity and mortality is still high with 200 million cases and 409 000 deaths reported in
2019, mostly among children below five years of age in Sub-Saharan Africa [1]. In addition
to symptomatic malaria, children experience asymptomatic infections [2]. The lack of
extensive knowledge of the determinants of asymptomatic infections and the consequent lack
of a widely acceptable control intervention, compared to symptomatic malaria has led to
knowledge gaps in the management of the large reservoir of asymptomatic infections among
young children [3-7]. However, the accurate detection, estimation and documentation of
asymptomatic infections, in all ages including infants, is critical to malaria elimination
strategies [7-9].
Asymptomatic infections in infants can clear spontaneously or persist at low density
submicroscopic levels for several months in high malaria transmission areas [6, 9].
Importantly, microscopy and rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs), readily available and
recommended for testing in malaria endemic areas do not detect the low density
asymptomatic infections, hence are unable to estimate the entire malaria burden during
infancy [3, 10]. More sensitive polymerase chain reaction (PCR) methods are not readily
available in malaria endemic areas [11]. Consequently, the significance of the spontaneous
disappearance or persistence of asymptomatic infections observed during infancy is poorly
understood.
In Ghana, a minimal decline of malaria has been observed from 2010 to 2019, and the
country is currently considered by the World Health Organizations (WHO) as one of eleven
countries with the highest malaria burden worldwide [1]. Children under five years of age
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have the highest proportion of malaria-related morbidity and mortality, thus making them an
important target group for understanding the disease dynamics and reducing the burden of
malaria in Ghana [1].
A birth cohort study with long-term follow ups and frequent sampling among 1855 infants
was conducted between 2008 and 2011 in Kintampo, Ghana to determine the risk of malaria
if infants were exposed to placental malaria [12]. A longitudinal profiling of microscopy data
from the whole cohort spanning the first year of life was then performed to assess the patterns
of symptomatic and asymptomatic infections during infancy [13]. Analysis of the microscopy
data revealed distinct groups of infants; some who remained parasite negative at all visits,
some who had only symptomatic malaria, some who had asymptomatic infection at all
parasite-positive visits and others who had alternating episodes of symptomatic malaria and
asymptomatic infections.
To understand the relative contribution of asymptomatic submicroscopic infections in
infancy, we selected a subset of these microscopy-defined groups of infants and used realtime (qPCR) to assess the distribution of malaria parasites in samples taken at home or at
hospital within the first year of life.

Methods
Study population and samples
The study was conducted in Kintampo North Municipality and Kintampo South District,
located within the middle belt of Ghana where the forest and savannah ecological zones
merge. The study area is 7162 km2 and at the time of sampling had a population of 134 970
individuals [14]. Daily temperature range between 18°C and 38°C. The temperature and
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average rainfall of 1250 mm per annum is conducive for the survival and multiplication of
Anopheles gambiae and P. falciparum, the most important vector and malaria parasite the
study area [15-19]. Malaria transmission in the study area is high and perennial, peaking
between April and November [14, 15]. The birth of infants in this study spanned six months
of dry seasons (February and March 2009 and December 2009 to March 2010) and twelve
months of rainy seasons (April to November 2009 and April to July 2010).
The infants included in this study were part of a longitudinal birth cohort study (n=1855)
conducted between 2008 and 2011, in the Kintampo municipality and district of Ghana [12].
Briefly, the infants were actively followed up monthly at home from birth until they exited
the Kintampo birth cohort study, for finger prick blood samples and other malaria-related
parameters. The monthly schedule home visits were restricted to working days. Additional
blood sampling was carried out at the study clinic/hospital in-between the monthly scheduled
home visits, when the caregiver either noticed that their infant was febrile or was encouraged
by the trained field worker to see the study physician [12].
Using microscopy data from the entire birth cohort, in total 1264 infants had eight or more
monthly sampling from birth to one year of age and were grouped into four infection profiles
based on the longitudinal sequence pattern of their microscopy data: either microscopy
negative (36%) through the first year of life, or microscopy positive (P. falciparum) at least
once: being only symptomatic (35%), only asymptomatic (7%) or alternating by having both
symptomatic and asymptomatic infections (22%) [13]. Here, 79 infants having six or more
dried blood spot (DBS) filter paper samples (in total 845 samples), were selected from the
four respective groups identified by microscopy, for further examination with qPCR (Figure
1).
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Microscopy examination
Blood samples obtained from either the monthly scheduled home visits, or the unscheduled
hospital visits were used to prepare thick and thin blood smears on slides. The blood smears
were fixed in absolute methanol, stained with Giemsa and examined by light microscopy to
identify malaria parasites. Two microscopists examined the slides and, if they were
discordant on positivity, a third microscopist re-analyzed the slides. Each microscopist read a
maximum of 30 blood smear slides per day.
To estimate parasite density per microliter of blood, 8000 leukocytes per µl of blood was
assumed and, the number of parasites were counted either per 200 leukocytes and multiplied
by 40, or per 500 leukocytes and multiplied by 16 if parasites were less than 100 parasites/µl.
At least 100 high power fields were examined before declaring a thick blood smear negative
by the expert microscopists [13]. For a precise estimation of the parasite density for each
sample, the geometric mean was calculated, rounded to a whole number, and recorded: n√Xn
(where n = total number of microscopy positive readings and Xn is the product of the total
parasite densities of a sample). This method of parasite density estimation has been evaluated
and is frequently used by microscopists at Kintampo [12, 19, 20].
Real-time PCR analysis
During the monthly scheduled home visits and unscheduled hospital visits, 50 µl of whole
blood were drawn and spotted on DBS filter paper circles (appr 1 cm in diameter), dried and
stored in individual plastic bags with desiccants in an air-conditioned room at 18°C.
Five biopsies, 2 mm in diameter each, were punched out of each DBS filter paper sample,
cleaning in between the punches with 70% ethanol, and placed into a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge
tube. Genomic DNA was extracted from the biopsies of the DBS filter paper samples
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according to the Qiagen (QIAamp DNA mini kit) manufacturer’s procedure of extracting
DNA from DBS.
The DNA samples were analysed with multiplex qPCR assays to qualitatively detect P.
falciparum, P. vivax, P. ovale and P. malariae infections, using the QuantStudioTM 5 qPCR
system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), and a previously described protocol
[21]. A single qPCR master mix reaction included species-specific probes and primers for all
four Plasmodium species, in combination with a conserved reverse primer. The P. ovale and
P. malariae species-specific probes were synthesized by BioSearch Technologies, Novato,
CA, USA, and the P. vivax and P. falciparum probes were synthetized by Applied
Biosystems. Each probe was labeled with a distinct fluorophore while the Taqman master
mix containing purple mustang reference dye was used in the qPCR.
The qPCR reactions were performed in a final volume of 25 µl per sample-well which
contained 5 µl sample DNA (corresponding to 1 µl of whole blood), 12.5 μl of TaqMan
multiplex master mix (Applied Biosystems), 0.5 μl (10 µmol/L) of the P. falciparum-specific
forward primer, 0.125 μl (10 µmol/L) of each of the other species-specific forward primers
and 0.5 μl (10 µmol/L) of the reverse primer, 0.2 μl (10 µmol/L) of each species-specific
probe and DNA/RNA-free water. The thermal cycling started with activation of the
polymerase at 95°C for 20 seconds, followed by cycles of 95°C for 1 minute and of 60°C for
20 seconds up to 45 cycles.
Validation of qPCR
The standard operating procedures (SOP) and sterile techniques (in place at the Centre for
Molecular Medicine, BioClinicum, Karolinska Institutet) were adhered at each stage of the
analyses in order to minimize the chance of DNA carry-over between samples. A P.
falciparum sample of 1% parasitaemia (50000 parasites/µl of blood) from a traveler patient
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was serially diluted for standardization of the P. falciparum control. The detection limit of the
method is 5 parasites/µl.
The qPCR assays were performed in 96 well format and comprised duplicates of 39 samples,
standard P. falciparum (serially diluted), P. malariae, P. ovale and P. vivax as positive
controls, and sterile water as a negative control. After the DNA amplification, the qPCR
assays where the negative control remained negative and the standard P. falciparum had an
efficiency of 100% (± 15 %) were valid for analysis, otherwise they were to be repeated once.
In addition, a subset 9% (79/845) of DBS filter paper samples obtained from 10% (8/79) of
the infants were re-analysed, including both re-extraction of DNA from DBS and qPCR. This
validation was performed by a second researcher who was blinded to the identity of the
samples and previous qPCR test results.
Classification of infections
A sample was scored by three independent researchers (AKB, MA and AL or KBS) and
considered qPCR positive if two of the three independent researchers scored positive after
carefully examining the amplification curve of the duplicate positive DNA template. Mean
CT values, i.e. intercept between baseline fluorescence and amplification threshold, which
were either > 40 or without detectable amplification curves were considered qPCR negative.
Samples with mean CT values ≤ 40 were defined as qPCR positive.
The classification of P. falciparum infection profiles detected by microscopy has been
previously defined for the birth cohort [13]. Briefly, the four microscopic sequence patterns
are: (i) “parasite negative” if infants did not have parasites detected by microscopy in any of
the monthly or clinical follow up visits. (ii) “only-symptomatic” – infants having symptoms
on any occasion that parasites were detected by microscopy (iii) “only-asymptomatic” –
infants without symptoms when parasites were detected by microscopy and (iv) “alternating”
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– infants having both microscopy detected asymptomatic infection and symptomatic malaria
[13].
A submicroscopic infection was defined as a negative microscopy test result with a parasite
positive qPCR test result.
An asymptomatic infection was defined as parasite positivity by microscopy and/or qPCR
during the scheduled home visits together with temperature < 37.5 °C and neither reported
fever, illnesses nor unscheduled hospital visits in either the preceding 48 hours or seven days
following parasite detection.
A symptomatic malaria episode was defined (adapted from the WHO [22]) as microscopy
and or PCR positivity during either the monthly scheduled home visit or unscheduled hospital
visit, with temperature ≥ 37.5°C and/or symptoms (vomiting, chills, fever, diarrhea, cough,
difficulty breathing, blood in urine or inability to suckle, drink or eat) and/or reported fever in
either the preceding 48 hours or seven days following parasite detection by microscopy.
Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed using Stata Version 14 (STATA Corporation, College Station, TX)
statistical software. The distribution of microscopic and submicroscopic infections of either
asymptomatic infections or symptomatic malaria/episodes in varying age groups was assessed
for either the scheduled home or the unscheduled hospital visits. The effect of qPCR results on
the microscopic infection profiles was analyzed. In the subset of samples used to validate the
qPCR test results, the sensitivity and specificity between qPCR and microscopy was assessed,
and the inter-rater reliability (kappa) was estimated. Unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction
was used to compare microscopy positive groups; and post-ANOVA Dunnett’s multiple
comparisons test for comparisons of CT values between groups. Estimates with p-values < 0.05
were considered statistically significant.
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Ethical approval
The ethical approval to carry out this study was received from the Kintampo Health Research
Centre (KHRC) Institutional Ethics Committee (Office for Human Research Protections
federal wide assurance number 00011103, and Institutional Research Board registration
number 0004854). The Regional Ethics Board of Stockholm provided further approval for the
analyses performed in Sweden (Dnr 2018/1967-32).

Results
In total 79 infants, each having six or more monthly visits were randomly selected from the
four microscopy-defined temporal patterns of P. falciparum infections identified within the
Kintampo Birth Cohort: 20 with only symptomatic infections, 25 with alternating both
symptomatic and asymptomatic infections, 21 with only asymptomatic infections and 13
infants that were microscopy negative throughout, over the first year of life (Figure 1).
Among the total 845 samples, 77% (650/845) were from monthly scheduled home visits and
23% (195/845) from unscheduled hospital visits (Table 1).
Parasite detection by microscopy and qPCR
Malaria parasites were detected by microscopy in 19% (164/845) of the samples, while qPCR
detected P. falciparum in 72% (605/845) of samples (p<0.001) (Figure 1). For samples taken
at the monthly scheduled home visits, the positivity was 16% (107/650) by microscopy, and
68% (445/650) by qPCR (p<0.001) (Table 1).
Plasmodium falciparum was detected alone or mixed with other species by qPCR; with P.
malariae in four samples from two infants, with P. ovale in four samples from two infants,
and with both P. malariae and P. ovale in one sample. Plasmodium malariae alone was
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found in one sample. Plasmodium vivax was not detected by microscopy or qPCR in any
sample.
All the samples which were P. falciparum positive by microscopy (n=164) were also qPCR
positive (Figure 1). The samples which were P. falciparum positive by qPCR but microscopy
negative (submicroscopic infections) formed 64% (397/618) of the microscopy negative test
results (Supplementary Table 1). Submicroscopic infections were detected in 89% (70/79) of
infants, whereas in five infants all the microscopy positive samples were also qPCR positive,
and in four infants, P. falciparum infections were not detected by either microscopy or qPCR
methods.
Microscopy defined groups of infants and qPCR detection over the first year
Since the study was based on a subset of infants with different microscopy defined infection
patterns the first year of life, we then assessed how qPCR analysis affected the monthly
infection patterns within the four groups (Figure 2).
Symptomatic only group: Twenty infants belonged to the group defined to have only
symptomatic infections the first year according to microscopy. All 39 microscopy-positive
symptomatic infections were also qPCR positive. An additional 175 microscopy negative
visits became positive by qPCR, while 14 qPCR positive samples had missing corresponding
microscopy data, resulting in total 83% (228/276) of the visits being qPCR positive. Among
the 228 qPCR positive visits, 116 (51%) were accompanied with symptoms of malaria (33 at
scheduled home and 83 at unscheduled hospital visits), and 112 (49%) were asymptomatic
(Table 1). The overall number of infections per child over the twelve months period increased
from 2.44±1.46 (range 1-6) by microscopy to 11.40±3.87 (range 3-16) by qPCR (Table 2).
Alternating group: Within the 25 infants with both symptomatic and asymptomatic
infections according to microscopy, 30% (87/287) of samples were positive by microscopy,
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whereas the majority 94% (271/287) were qPCR positive (Table 1 and Figure 2). The number
of parasite positive monthly scheduled home visits increased from 2.40±1.04 (range 1-5) per
child by microscopy to 8.20±1.35 (range 6-11) by qPCR (Table 2). Also, unscheduled
hospital visits were parasite positive to a larger extent by qPCR (Table 1). Overall, including
both scheduled and unscheduled visits, the number of parasite positive visits increased from
3.48±1.69 to 10.84±1.72 per child the first year of life using qPCR in this group (Table 2).
The proportion of symptomatic and asymptomatic infections by microscopy was 49% and
51%, however by qPCR was 34% and 66% respectively (Table 1).
Asymptomatic only group: Among the 21 infants with only asymptomatic infections
throughout the first year of life according to microscopy, malaria parasites were detected in
23% (38/166) of visits by microscopy and 54% (90/166) by qPCR (Table 1). The mean
number of monthly scheduled visits that were parasite positive per child were 2.31±1.25
(range 1-5 visits) by microscopy and 4.10±2.02 (range 1-8) by qPCR (Table 2). Moreover,
qPCR of febrile episodes revealed 11 visits (8 in the scheduled and three in the unscheduled
visits) in 6 infants, that had been microscopy negative but became positive by qPCR (Figure
2 and Table 1). Hence, when qPCR was used only 13 of the 20 infants had solely
asymptomatic infections the first year of life while one infant was missing filter paper sample
for the only microscopy positive asymptomatic infection (Figure 2).
Parasite negative group: Thirteen infants belonged to the parasite negative group, i.e., with
all scheduled and unscheduled visits being negative by microscopy (Table 1). By qPCR, 86%
(100/116) visits remained negative, while 14% (16/116) samples converted to being parasite
positive (Table 1). Of these 16 qPCR positive samples, 13 were asymptomatic infections (all
at the scheduled visits) while 3 were accompanied with symptoms of malaria (all at the
unscheduled visits) (Table 1). The mean number of qPCR positive visits among those who
had detected parasites in this group was 2.0±1.07 (range 1-3) (Table 2). The qPCR positive
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samples were obtained from 8 infants, thus only 5 of the 13 infants remained parasite
negative at all visits according to qPCR (Figure 2).
Re-grouping of infants using the temporal series of qPCR test results
Using the monthly series of qPCR test results, the classification of infants into the four
microscopy defined infection patterns indicated in Figure 1 changed (Table 3). The number
of qPCR tests with corresponding microscopy test results in at least six visits for matching in
overall agreement in negativity or positivity was 813 of the total 845 samples, obtained from
74 of the 79 infants (Table 3). By qPCR analyses, four infants (5%, 4/74) were parasite
negative throughout; 19 infants (26%, 19/74) had only asymptomatic infections; and 51
infants (69%, 51/74) had alternating asymptomatic infections and symptomatic infections by
qPCR detection. Interestingly, all infants defined to have only symptomatic infections by
microscopy also had asymptomatic infections detected by qPCR. Thus, no child had only
symptomatic infections throughout the first year of life per qPCR analyses (Table 3).
Detection of parasites in relation to symptoms of malaria
Overall, symptomatic visits were recorded in 53 of the 79 infants (Figure 2). Among the
unscheduled hospital visits, 30% (58/195) of the visits were parasite positive by microscopy
and 160/195 (82%) by qPCR (Table 1). Hence, infections were often detected by qPCR in
unwell children. Infants with symptomatic infections detected by microscopy, especially in
the group defined as symptomatic only by microscopy had also the highest number of qPCR
positive symptomatic visits — 39 by microscopy and additional 175 by qPCR only
(Supplementary Table 1). Whereas infants in the asymptomatic only and parasite negative
groups had relatively few symptomatic visits (Table 1 and Figure 2).
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Asymptomatic infections detected at the monthly scheduled home visits were mostly
submicroscopic (43%; 282/650) and less frequently detected by microscopy (13%; 82/650) (p
< 0.001) (Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1).
Distribution of infections by age
The median ages of P. falciparum infections were similar between detection methods and
groups, ranging between 6 and 8 months by qPCR and 7 to 8 months by microscopy (Table
4). Submicroscopic (qPCR detection only) infections generally exceeded the number of
microscopic infections at all ages (Figure 3). Nevertheless, contrary to the alternating or
asymptomatic only group, infants in the symptomatic only group frequently had microscopy
positive unscheduled hospital visits than microscopy positive scheduled home visits, from
four to twelve months of age (Figure 3). Among infants with only asymptomatic infections,
only few parasite positive visits were detected the first months of life and microscopy
positive visits were more frequent in older children (Figure 3). The few qPCR positive visits
detected among microscopy negative infants were scattered throughout from birth to twelve
months of age (Figures 2 and 3).
PCR detection after symptomatic malaria episodes
Considering the high qPCR positivity in infants with symptomatic malaria visits, we
addressed whether the qPCR positivity occurred predominantly after treatment of a
symptomatic malaria, as it is reported elsewhere that a test result of remaining parasite debris
is seen in travelers treated for malaria [21]. Of the qPCR positive visits (none with symptoms
of malaria) which occurred in the subsequent scheduled visit after the first treated
symptomatic malaria in 32 infants, four visits (12.5%; 4/32) only were microscopy positive.
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Relationship between parasite density and qPCR detection
Overall, parasite densities, as detected by microscopy, ranged between 64 parasites per µl and
808202 parasites per µl (IQR: 1321 – 29072). The CT values of qPCR positive samples with
either symptomatic or asymptomatic outcomes were lower in the asymptomatic only group,
and frequently distributed at CT 30, compared to other groups (Figures 4A and B). The CT
values were inversely correlated with microscopy defined parasite densities for the
symptomatic infections only and the alternating groups, contrary to the asymptomatic only
group (Figure 4C). However, after merging all the microscopy positive groups, qPCRgenerated CT values were inversely correlated with microscopy defined parasite densities
(Supplementary Figure 1).
Validation
Among 78 samples randomly selected for validation, there was a high correlation (R2 = 0.99)
between positive samples of the first original and the repeated qPCR analyses
(Supplementary Figure 2). Negative controls remained negative throughout the qPCR
analyses in both the original and repeated analyses. The observed agreement, which included
both positive and negative test results, between the original and repeated qPCR analyses was
0.7 while the inter-rater reliability (kappa) was 0.3 (Supplementary Table 3). The sensitivity
of qPCR compared to microscopy was 100% in both of the original and repeated analyses.
The 20 microscopy positive samples had parasite densities ranging between 99 parasite per µl
and 27171 parasites per µl (mean CT values ranging between 24 and 38) (Supplementary
Table 2). Among the 58 samples classified negative by microscopy, positive detections were
observed in the original (69%) and repeated (67%) qPCR analyses. By qPCR, the samples
with high mean CT values were predominantly microscopy negative (Supplementary Table
2).
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Discussion
In this study, the submicroscopic malaria parasite burden in infants regularly followed over
the first year of life within a birth cohort in a high malaria transmission area of Ghana was
assessed. We used qPCR to investigate the extent of submicroscopic infections in monthly
scheduled home visits and unscheduled hospital visits among groups of infants with diverse
infection profiles identified by microscopy over the first year. We found that qPCR
substantially increased the detection of P. falciparum infections in both scheduled home and
unscheduled hospital visits, particularly in infants who had either symptomatic infections
only or alternating asymptomatic and symptomatic infections over time. The infants who had
recurring asymptomatic infections only and those identified as parasite negative by
microscopy throughout, had fewer qPCR positivity in the scheduled home and unscheduled
hospital visits. The finding that symptomatic infections of unscheduled hospital visits were
predominantly qPCR positive, rather than microscopy positive, suggests that parasites at
submicroscopic levels may also cause symptomatic malaria.
Submicroscopic infections were observed during visits with symptoms, and as they had not
been detected by microscopy they had not been treated with antimalarial. Thus, malaria may
be underestimated and left untreated if undetected by the conventional detection methods —
microscopy and RDT. Particularly, when it is unclear that the actual cause of fever is by the
undiagnosed submicroscopic infection, and other infectious agents that can cause either the
fever or the symptoms are rather diagnosed at these visits [23, 24]. Interestingly,
submicroscopic infections were not always accompanied with symptoms to allow treatment.
Therefore, similar to the conflicting opinions regarding asymptomatic microscopic infections,
it is uncertain whether treatment of asymptomatic submicroscopic infections is
commendable. The uncertainty is partly due to reports which show that the treatment of
asymptomatic infections is not associated with increased risk of symptomatic malaria, yet the
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possible interference of treatment with immunity in the first year of life may predispose to
severe malaria when older [25-29].
Neither is the overall impact of submicroscopic infection on the host’s susceptibility to
symptomatic malaria, nor its role in altering malaria pathogenicity among infants living in
high transmission areas entirely known. Nonetheless, submicroscopic infections, rather than
microscopic, were frequently observed among the asymptomatic infections identified in all
the groups of infants at the scheduled visits. Suggesting that asymptomatic infections among
infants in high transmission areas may be mostly submicroscopic compared to being
microscopic, and investigations to understand the immune-modulatory drivers of these
differences could help with the identification of ways to prevent symptomatic malaria in
infants.
Asymptomatic infections are generally regarded as a result of acquired immunity after
repeated infections allowing the individual to tolerate parasites without developing symptoms
[30]. Here, infants in the asymptomatic only group had fewer parasite positive visits
(4.10±2.02 ) than the symptomatic only group of infants (11.40±3.87), thus appeared to be
either less exposed or more protected. Supporting a lower exposure in the asymptomatic only
group, is also the findings from the larger cohort that they predominantly had mothers who
used ITN frequently during pregnancy and had significantly less placental malaria [31]. This
is interesting as malaria in pregnancy is increasingly being shown to impact the immunity of
the fetus and infant [32-35].
Although infants with symptomatic malaria episodes (symptomatic only and alternating
groups), appeared to be more exposed with both high number of microscopy and
submicroscopic infection, their first infections the first months of life were mainly
submicroscopic and asymptomatic. In-directly supporting studies which show that maternal
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antibodies passively transferred to infants or fetal hemoglobin play a role in the protection of
infants against symptomatic/clinical malaria within the first six months of life [34-37].
In our previous study of 1264 infants within the Kintampo Birth Cohort where parasites were
detected by microscopy alone, 35% of infants had only symptomatic malaria the first year of
life [13]. When including both qPCR and microscopy data for the 79 infants in the current
study, no child was found to have only symptomatic malaria since they all had at least one
additional visit with qPCR-detected asymptomatic infection. Replicating this study in a larger
cohort can help confirm that no infant has only symptomatic malaria through the first year of
life.
In the previous study parasite densities as detected by microscopy were low in the
asymptomatic only group and high in the symptomatic only and the alternating groups [13].
Although this study was not strictly quantitative, the qPCR-generated CT values were
inversely correlated with microscopy defined parasite densities except in the asymptomatic
only group that had significantly lower CT values. This finding implies that low qPCR
template copy numbers correlated with low microscopic parasite densities and high qPCR
template copy numbers correlated with high microscopic parasite densities in the
asymptomatic only group. This finding has not been previously reported as far as malaria
research is known, warranting further investigations. Nevertheless, DNA damage
response/repair and immunity is increasingly being shown to be tightly linked, for other
inflammatory diseases [38, 39]. Thus, it may be that either the maternal immunity or
medication in infancy may be linked to malaria parasite DNA damage responses/repair or
replication rates. In keeping with this concept, it may be that in the absence of fever or
symptoms/medication, low microscopic parasite densities corresponded with less parasite
DNA damage and high microscopic parasite densities corresponded with more parasite DNA
damage; translating into increased detectability by qPCR in less DNA damaged samples (low
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microscopic parasite densities) relative to high, within the asymptomatic only group. The
larger sample size of infants (45) with symptoms/treated may have diminished visualization
of the increased detection of less DNA damaged samples in the relatively smaller number of
infants (21) with low microscopic parasite densities and without symptoms/not treated
throughout the first year of life, as observed in overall analyses.
The main limitation of this study was the inability to perfectly link the collection of samples
with monthly calendar age, due to the practical constraints of sampling on weekends/holidays and during the unscheduled hospital visits. Thus, the seemingly incomplete
follow up or absence of either microscopy test results or filter paper samples for all infants in
the twelve monthly age-based analyses. Although P. falciparum detection was the focus of
this study, the lack of detecting bacterial or viral infections at the time of fever/illness during
scheduled home and unscheduled hospital visits, which would have helped to determine if a
submicroscopic infection was the sole cause of the child being unwell, is also considered a
limitation of this study. The selection of infants from preselected groups limited the
capability to either perform multivariable analyses for identifying risk factors for
submicroscopic infections or determine the seasonal prevalence of submicroscopic infections.
A random selection of infants from the larger birth cohort could have been an alternative
study design. However, considering the uneven distribution of infants with different infection
patterns in the original cohort, such an approach could have limited the study of
submicroscopic infections in infants with recurring asymptomatic infections only — 7% in
the original cohort [13]. Nevertheless, the selection of these subset of infants based on the
preselected groups from the original cohort [13] also allowed us to accurately refine the
detection of submicroscopic infections and investigate in-depth the burden of infections
within each preselected group of infants.
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Considering the high qPCR positivity, we performed several validation approaches. We
confirmed that throughout all experiments the negative controls remained qPCR negative.
Samples from the different groups of infants were run in duplicate on different plates for easy
detection of cross-contamination between samples. In addition, an independent researcher reextracted DNA from a random subset of the original filter paper samples and repeated PCR
analyses in duplicate. A high reproducibility of the positivity (R2 = 0.9968) and agreement
(0.73) between the original and repeated analyses was obtained. Altogether, we believe that
qPCR contamination could not explain our findings. Another potential explanation for high
qPCR positivity in the infants with clinical episodes of malaria could be remaining qPCR
positivity after treatment, that can last for several weeks, as seen in travelers [21]; having
detected that of the qPCR positive visits (none with symptoms of malaria) in the subsequent
scheduled visit after the first treated symptomatic malaria, 87.5% were qPCR positive.
This study showed that although exposed to the same malaria transmission intensity, the
infants, having no prior actively acquired immunity from birth, demonstrated varied
capabilities to ward off symptomatic malaria through their first year of life. These findings
signify an importance to understand the triggers of these varied infection patterns, by
studying in-depth the characteristics and/or variations of either in utero exposure or passively
acquired immunity or both. Such studies can help identify how malaria-specific maternal
immunity can either alter infant immunity or provide direction for interrupting malaria
transmission either before birth or in the first year of life. Additionally, this study brings to
attention that, to accurately evaluate and direct malaria elimination efforts, there is a need to
study and understand in-depth the specific impacts that submicroscopic infections have on the
estimation of the efficacy of the various interventions that target infants living in high
transmission areas.
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In conclusion, by use of microscopy to stratify infants according to their longitudinal
infection patterns and re-analysing by qPCR, individuals who were consistently parasite
negative, or with asymptomatic infections or with alternating asymptomatic infection and
symptomatic malaria were identified. The infants with symptomatic infection had a
substantial asymptomatic submicroscopic infections burden. An understanding of the
immune-modulatory drivers of the differences in parasite levels among the groups of infants
could help with the identification of ways to prevent symptomatic malaria in infants.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Monthly samples taken from the 79 infants through the first year of life for qPCR
analyses were either positive or negative and is compared to microscopy to identify
concordance and discordance in samples. Groups on top are based on the microscopy defined
infection patterns.

Figure 2. The temporal P. falciparum infection outcome with age was either firstly (boxes)
or secondly (rings) symptomatic, asymptomatic and parasite negative, over twelve months in
the scheduled follow ups at home and during unscheduled hospital visits. Microscopy and
qPCR detected parasites which were either without temperature/fever record for determining
the outcome of infection or not available (missing sample). NB: A qPCR-defined infection
outcome without corresponding microscopy-defined infection outcome and vice versa is also
shown.

Figure 3. Plasmodium falciparum detected by microscopy and qPCR from birth to twelve
months of age during the scheduled home visits or unscheduled hospital visits among A)
Symptomatic only group B) Alternating group C) Asymptomatic only group and D) Parasite
negative group. NB: All qPCR positivity is with CT values ≤ 40.

Figure 4. Distribution of mean CT values in all qPCR positive samples with (A) symptomatic
outcomes or (B) asymptomatic outcomes, for the four microscopy defined infection patterns.
Significance of * p < 0.05 and **** p < 0.0001. The correlation between mean CT values and
microscopy determined parasite density for the C) symptomatic only, alternating and
asymptomatic only groups.

Supplementary Figure 1. Overall correlation between mean CT values and the parasite
density in the symptomatic only, alternating and asymptomatic only groups.

Supplementary Figure 2. The original and repeated samples (78) for validating overall
qPCR test results show excellent positive correlation in the qPCR positivity.
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Table 1. Malaria infection outcomes as detected by microscopy or qPCR at scheduled
home or unscheduled hospital visits in the four microscopy defined infection patterns
Microscopy defined infection patterns

Visits n (%)†

Symptomatic
only
N = 20

Alternating
N = 25

Asymptomatic
only
N = 21

Parasite
negative
N = 13

All
N = 79

Total visits

276

287

166

116

845

Microscopy positive*

39 (14)

87 (30)

38 (23)

0

164 (19)

Symptomatic malaria

39 (100)

43 (49)

0

0

81 (49)

Asymptomatic infection

0

44 (51)

38 (100)

0

83 (51)

qPCR positive

228 (83)

271 (94)

90 (54)

16 (14)

605 (72)

Symptomatic infection

116 (51)

91 (34)

11 (12)

3 (19)

221 (37)

Asymptomatic infection

112 (49)

180 (66)

79 (88)

13 (81)

384 (63)

Scheduled home visits

183

219

147

101

650

Microscopy positive*

9 (5)

60 (27)

38 (25)

0

107 (16)

Symptomatic malaria

9 (100)

16 (27)

0

0

25 (23)

Asymptomatic infection

0

44 (73)

38 (100)

0

82 (77)

qPCR positive

145 (79)

205 (94)

82 (56)

13 (13)

445 (68)

Symptomatic infection

33 (23)

25 (12)

3 (4)

0

61 (14)

Asymptomatic infection

112 (77)

180 (88)

79 (96)

13 (100)

384 (86)

Unscheduled hospital visits

93

68

19

15

195

Microscopy positive*

30 (32)

27 (40)

0

0

57 (29)

Symptomatic malaria

30 (100)

27 (100)

0

0

57 (100)

Asymptomatic infection

0

0

0

0

0

qPCR positive, n (%†)

83 (89)

66 (97)

8 (42)

3 (20)

160 (83)

Symptomatic infection

83 (100)

66 (100)

8 (100)

3 (100)

160 (100)

Asymptomatic infection
0
0
0
0
0
†Percentage refers to microscopy or qPCR positive out of total number of visits. For
symptomatic and asymptomatic visits, the percentage refers to parasite positive by the respective
methods. *Microscopy positive is also qPCR positive.
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Table 2. Number of infections detected by microscopy or qPCR at scheduled home or
unscheduled hospital visits in the four microscopy defined infection patterns
Microscopy defined infection patterns
Symptomatic
Asymptomatic
only
Alternating
only
N = 20
N = 25
N = 21
13.80 ± 2.55
11.48 ± 1.56
7.90 ± 1.84
Total visits
(9 – 19)
(9 – 14)
(6 – 12)
2.44 ± 1.46
3.48 ± 1.69
2.24 ± 1.25
Microscopy positive
(1 – 6)
(1 – 7)
(1 – 5)
11.40 ± 3.87
10.84 ± 1.72
4.50 ± 1.96
qPCR positive
(3 – 16)
(6 – 14)
(1 – 8)
9.15 ± 1.14
8.76 ± 1.20
7.00 ± 1.73
Scheduled home visits
(6 – 11)
(6 – 12)
(4 – 10)
1.28 ± 0.49
2.40 ± 1.04
2.31 ± 1.25
Microscopy positive
(1 – 2)
(1 – 5)
(1 – 5)
7.25 ± 2.77
8.20 ± 1.35
4.10 ± 2.02
qPCR positive
(1 – 11)
(6 – 11)
(1 – 8)
Unscheduled hospital
5.17 ± 2.48
2.96 ± 1.33
1.90 ± 1.20
visits
(1 – 10)
(1 – 6)
(1 – 4)
2.14 ± 1.17
1.59 ± 1.06
Microscopy positive
(1 – 4)
(1 – 4)
NA
4.61 ± 2.50
2.87 ± 1.25
1.60 ± 0.55
qPCR positive
(1 – 10)
(1 – 6)
(1 – 2)
NA: Not applicable due to no visits being parasite negative

Number of visits per child,
mean ± SD (range)

Parasite
negative
N = 13
8.92 ± 1.50
(7 – 11)
NA
2.00 ± 1.07
(1 – 3)
7.77 ± 2.13
(4 – 11)
NA
1.63 ± 0.92
(1 – 3)
1.67 ± 1.00
(1 – 4)
NA
1.50 ± 0.71
(1 – 2)
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Table 3. Concordance between infections detected by microscopy and qPCR at scheduled home and unscheduled hospital
visits through the first year of life

Microscopy defined infection patterns
Outcome of the analyses by
qPCR in each microscopy
defined infection pattern
Number of infants and samples
in agreement
Symptomatic infections only
Alternating symptomatic and
asymptomatic infections

Symptomatic only
Infants
0

Positive/
samples
0

18

Asymptomatic infections only

Alternating
Infants
0

Positive/
samples
0

208/256

25

2

20/20

Parasite negative

0

Total

20

Asymptomatic only

Parasite negative

Total
Positive/
Infants
samples
0
0

Infants
0

Positive/
samples
0

Infants
0

Positive/
samples
0

271/287

5

25/43

3

7/25

51

511/611

0

0

12

55/99

5

9/51

19

84/170

0

0

0

0

0

4

0/32

4

228/276

25

271/287

17

80/142

12

16/108

74

0/32
595/813

The microscopy and qPCR test results were used to identify infants (41/ highlighted yellow) with concordance in positivity or
negativity over time, for the symptomatic only, alternating, asymptomatic only and parasite negative groups. NB: The monthly
sequence of positive and negative samples in qPCR and microscopy was not always in concordance. Due to the non-performance of
microscopy test during the routine diagnosis/management of malaria, some infants did not have sufficient matching between the qPCR
positive (10 samples) or negative samples (22) and corresponding microscopy test result. Thus, concordance among 5 infants with 32
samples [8 from the parasite negative group and 24 (10 qPCR positive and 14 qPCR negative) from asymptomatic only group] could
not be determined. Some missing microscopy test results (31) did not have an overall effect on the qPCR group designated to the
infants.
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Table 4: Age of infant at parasite positive visits assessed by microscopy or qPCR at
scheduled home or unscheduled hospital visits in the four microscopy defined infection
patterns

Median age in
months at visits
(IQR)

Microscopy defined infection patterns
Symptomatic
Asymptomatic
Parasite
only
Alternating
only
negative
N = 20
N = 25
N = 21
N = 13

Total visits
7 (4 – 9)
6 (4 – 10)
6 (4 – 9)
Microscopy positive
8 (6 – 10)
8 (6 – 10)
8 (6 – 9)
qPCR positive
7 (4 – 9)
7 (4 – 10)
7 (5 – 10)
Scheduled home
visits total
7 (4 – 9)
6 (3 – 9)
6 (4 – 9)
Microscopy positive
7 (4 – 11)
8 (6 – 10)
8 (6 – 9)
qPCR positive
7 (4 – 9)
6 (3 – 9)
7 (5 – 9)
Unscheduled hospital
visits total
7 (5 – 10)
7 (5 – 10)
8 (2 – 10)
Microscopy positive
(IQR)
8 (5 – 11)
7 (5 – 8)
NA
qPCR positive (IQR)
7 (5 – 10)
7 (5 – 10)
8 (2 – 10)
NA: Not applicable due to no visits being parasite negative

6 (3 – 9)
NA
6 (3 – 9)
6 (3-9)
NA
5 (3 – 8)
8 (3 – 10)
NA
NA
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Supplementary Table 1. Detection of malaria parasites by microscopy or qPCR in scheduled home visits and unscheduled
hospital visits

Microscopy defined infection patterns
Visits total, n (%)
Positive
Negative
Absent
qPCR
Positive
Negative
Absent
Combining microscopy
negative and qPCR data qPCR positive only †
Outcome of
submicroscopic
Symptomatic
positivity
infection
Asymptomatic
infection
Scheduled home visits, n (%)
Microscopy
Positive
Negative
Absent
qPCR
Positive
Negative
Absent
Combining microscopy
negative and qPCR data qPCR positive only †
Outcome of
Symptomatic
submicroscopic
infection
Microscopy

Symptomatic
only
N=20
276 (33)
39 (14)
220 (80)
17 (6)
228 (83)
48 (17)
0

Alternating
N=25
287 (34)
87 (30)
177 (62)
23 (8)
271 (94)
16 (6)
0

Asymptomatic
only
N=21
166 (19)
38 (23)
115 (69)
13 (8)
90 (54)
76 (46)
0

Parasite
negative
N=13
116 (14)
0
106 (91)
10 (9)
16 (14)
100 (86)
0

All
N=79
845 (NA)
164 (19)
618 (73)
63 (8)
605 (72)
240 (28)
0

175 (78)

162 (92)

46 (40)

14 (13)

397 (64)

71 (41)

33 (20)

8 (17)

3 (21)

140 (35)

104 (59)
183 (28)
9 (5)
165 (90)
9 (5)
145 (79)
38 (21)
0

129 (80)
219 (34)
60 (27)
148 (68)
11 (5)
205 (94)
14 (6)
0

38 (83)
147 (23)
38 (26)
98 (67)
11 (7)
82 (56)
65 (44)
0

11 (79)
101 (15)
0
93 (92)
8 (8)
13 (13)
88 (87)
0

257 (65)
650 (NA)
107 (16)
504 (78)
39 (6)
445 (68)
205 (32)
0

128 (NA)

135 (NA)

40 (NA)

11 (NA)

314 (NA)

24 (19)

6 (4)

2 (5)

0

32 (10)
29

positivity
Asymptomatic
infection
104 (81)
129 (96)
38 (95)
Unscheduled hospital visits, n (%)
93 (48)
68 (35)
19 (10)
Microscopy
Positive
30 (32)
27 (40)
0
Negative
55 (59)
29 (43)
17 (90)
Absent
8 (9)
12 (17)
2 (10)
qPCR
Positive
83 (89)
66 (97)
8 (42)
Negative
10 (11)
2 (3)
11 (58)
Absent
0
0
0
Combining microscopy
negative and qPCR data qPCR positive only †
47
27
6 (NA)
Outcome of
submicroscopic
Symptomatic
positivity
infections
47
27
6 (100)
Asymptomatic
infection
0
0
0
† qPCR positive only is microscopy negative (submicroscopic). NA: Not applicable due to total numbers only

11 (100)
15 (7)
0
13 (87)
2 (13)
3 (20)
12 (80)
0

282 (90)
195 (NA)
57 (29)
114 (58)
22 (11)
160 (82)
35 (18)
0

3 (NA)

83

3 (100)

83 (100)

0

0
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Supplementary Table 2. The qPCR positivity and CT values in the original and repeated
samples and parasite densities defined by microscopy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Sample
1833-19G
1833-19H
1751-13H
1783-17F
1833-19J
1783-17D
1783-17C
1845-20E
1714-14G
1751-13G
2149-19D
1751-13C
1833-19L
1845-20D
1751-13F
1751-13D
1783-17E
1060-1H
1548-11F
2149-19G
1714-14H
2149-19E
2149-19J
2149-19H
2149-19F
1845-20F
1751-13E
1548-11G
1833-19K
1845-20C
2149-19I
1845-20B
1548-11H
2149-19C
1833-19I
1548-11E
1714-14E
1714-14D
1714-14F
1714-14C
1714-14I
1783-17H
1845-20I
1845-20H
1833-19B
1833-19A
1714-14K
1783-17J
1060-1F

Original
CT Mean
24
25
25
25
26
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
28
29
29
30
30
30
30
31
31
31
32
32
32
32
33
33
34
34
35
35
35
35
36
36
36
37
37
37
37
38
38
39
39
39
39
40
41

Repeated
CT Mean
27
28
27
28
29
29
29
28
29
30
31
33
32
30
31
26
30
29
32
32
33
32
34
33
38
35
31
34
37
38
36
37
35
38
39
33
39
38
36
40
39
39
39
39
39
40
39
38
40

Microscopy parasite density
(geometric mean parasites/ul)
27171
9355
13519
6878
4547
NA
3370
6295
2343
2198
2485
1111
NA
2654
1619
NA
NA
1160
2062
0
NA
1026
99
553
378
0
0
421
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
NA
0
0
0
0
0
0

NA: Microscopy data unavailable, 0 = negative
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Supplementary Table 3. Agreement between qPCR positivity (CT≤40) in original and
repeated analyses of a subset of 78 samples

Original qPCR analyses
Samples

Positive
49
11
60
45
15
60

Positive
Negative
Repeated qPCR
N
analyses
Positive
Negative
Expected
N
Observed
0.731
Expected
0.638
Agreement
*Kappa
0.256
*Probability that the observed agreement is beyond chance

Negative
10
8
18
14
4
18

N
59
19
78
59
19
78
NA
NA
NA
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Figure 1.

Symptomatic only group
20 infants (276 samples)

Alternating group 25
infants (287 samples)

Asymptomatic only group 21
infants (166 samples)

Parasite negative group
13 infants (116 samples)

845 DBS filter papers collected during scheduled/home (650 samples) or
unscheduled/hospital (195 samples) follow up visits

qPCR positive samples = 606
(72%)

qPCR negative samples = 239
(28%)

Plasmodium malariae only
= 1 sample

qPCR negative
and microscopy
negative

qPCR negative
and microscopy
positive

qPCR negative
and microscopy
absent

= 221 (26%)

=0

= 18 (2%)

Plasmodium falciparum
= 605 samples

qPCR positive
and microscopy
positive

qPCR positive
and microscopy
negative

qPCR positive
and microscopy
absent

= 164 (20%)

= 397 (47%)

= 44 (5%)
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Figure 2.
Microscopy

qPCR
Age (months)

Age (months)

Symptomatic
infections only by
microscopy

Alternating
symptomatic and
asymptomatic
infection
by
microscopy

Asymptomatic
infections only by
microscopy

Parasite negative
by microscopy

Infant ID
BC1078C
BC1082C
BC1085C
BC1090C
BC1108C
BC1134C
BC1218C
BC1227C
BC1309C
BC1321C
BC1352C
BC1402C
BC1423C
BC1465C
BC1475C
BC1492C
BC1636C
BC1647C
BC1887C
BC958C
BC1694C
BC2315C
BC1061C
BC1104C
BC1205C
BC1264C
BC1281C
BC1328C
BC1382C
BC1476C
BC1680C
BC1714C
BC1731C
BC1783C
BC1882C
BC1894C
BC863C
BC1275C
BC1434C
BC1448C
BC1722C
BC1822C
BC1833C
BC1845C
BC1878C
BC1060C
BC1100C
BC1103C
BC1287C
BC424C
BC1393C
BC1461C
BC1469C
BC1545C
BC1548C
BC1715C
BC1751C
BC1949C
BC1969C
BC2018C
BC2057C
BC2140C
BC2149C
BC2301C
BC2320C
BC650C
BC1831C
BC1931C
BC1941C
BC1972C
BC2033C
BC2165C
BC2271C
BC2289C
BC1112C
BC1113C
BC1229C
BC1405C
BC1708C

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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Figure 3.
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4

n = 21
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1
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4
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9

n = 10

25
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5
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1
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4
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Age (months)

D. Parasite negative group
25
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C. Asymptomatic only group
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Figure 4.
B. Asymptomatic infections

A. Symptomatic infections
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C. Correlation between CT values and microscopic parasite densities
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Supplementary Figure 1.
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Supplementary Figure 2.
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